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Available in print for the first time, this day-by-day diary of George H. W. Bush's life in China
opens a fascinating window into one of the most formative periods of his career. As head of the
United States Liaison Office in Beijing from 1974 to 1975, Bush witnessed high-level policy
deliberations and daily social interactions between the two Cold War superpowers. The China
Diary of George H. W. Bush offers an intimate look at this fundamental period of international
history, marks a monumental contribution to our understanding of U.S.-China relations, and
sheds light on the ideals of a global president in the making.In compelling words, Bush reveals a
thoughtful and pragmatic realism that would guide him for decades to come. He considers the
crisis of Vietnam, the difficulties of détente, and tensions in the Middle East, while lamenting the
global decline in American power. He formulates views on the importance of international
alliances and personal diplomacy, as he struggles to form meaningful relationships with China's
top leaders. With a critical eye for detail, he depicts key political figures, including Gerald Ford,
Donald Rumsfeld, Deng Xiaoping, and the ever-difficult Henry Kissinger. Throughout, Bush
offers impressions of China and its people, describing his explorations of Beijing by bicycle, and
his experiences with Chinese food, language lessons, and Ping-Pong.Complete with a preface
by George H. W. Bush, and an introduction and essay by Jeffrey Engel that place Bush's China
experience in the broad context of his public career, The China Diary of George H. W. Bush
offers an unmediated perspective on American diplomatic history, and explores a crucial
period's impact on a future commander in chief.
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pagePREFACENearly thirty-five years ago I made a decision that not only profoundly changed
my life, but would forever change my view of the world, particularly of the land then called “The
Sleeping Giant.”Richard Nixon had just left office, forced out by Watergate, and I finally was able
to leave my job as chairman of the Republican National Committee. Never in our lives, before or
since, have Barbara and I craved change more. We wanted out of Washington and as far away
as possible from the ugliness of Watergate. We also wanted both a new adventure and a new



challenge.President Ford kindly asked me to choose between two of the most plum
assignments he had the power to offer: an ambassadorship to either London or Paris. I shocked
President Ford, and certainly my family, when instead I asked if I could go to China. (The look I
got was reminiscent of 1948, when I broke the news to friends and family that I had turned down
a job on Wall Street and that Barbara and I were moving to West Texas.)The United States had
only recently ended its quarter-century-long silence with the People’s Republic of China. Only
two years before, President Nixon had been the first American leader to speak directly with his
Chinese counterpart, Mao Zedong, since Franklin Roosevelt. China was then, both figuratively
and literally, very far away. To most Americans—to most of the world—it was an unknown entity.
It was a country clearly on the move, but still restrained by the strict bounds of communism.My
reasoning was actually quite simple: It was obvious then that Asia would rise in importance on
the world scene. And it was inevitable that China would eventually become a power broker, not
only in the Pacific but in the world. China was, quite simply, the place to be.Because we still did
not have formal diplomatic relations with Beijing, I would not actually be an ambassador. Instead,
I would simply be head of the United States Liaison Office. This minor point of protocol did not
matter. Barbara and I set off for what would be one of the greatest adventures of our lives.From
the minute we landed, we knew life would be different for us. The first night, when we took our
dog Fred for a walk, we got confused and sometimes even scared stares. As it turns out, dogs
were scarce in China, and some people had never seen such a creature. I can only imagine
what our Chinese neighbors must have thought to see such a strange sight, two Americans
walking a dog.You have to understand that Beijing then was not the modern-day, bustling city it
is today. (Barbara likes to say that over the years, through our many visits to China, we’ve seen
the country go from black and white to Technicolor.) And the Chinese were not in the 1970s the
global power they are today. They were, instead, a proud people with a proud heritage and
powerful aspirations. But they lacked a certain confidence in their dealings with foreigners,
especially Western diplomats. It was hard to get to know my Chinese counterparts. Some told
me not to bother. “The Chinese don’t want to talk to Americans,” I heard time and again. I didn’t
believe them. Barbara and I determined that we would make the most of our time in Beijing by
making as many friends and contacts as possible.We bicycled around the town. We went
shopping and called upon our neighbors. We kept walking Fred all around our neighborhood. We
invited friends and family to come visit from America. We even learned some Chinese, studying
four or five times a week. All with the intent of putting an open face on the United States for the
average Chinese citizen.Sometimes I was frustrated when I was not allowed to see the top
Chinese leaders. What I didn’t realize then was that the friends I was making would one day be
leading China at the same time I happened to be leading the United States. In particular the
friendship I began then with Deng Xiaoping was very valuable during my presidency, especially
during the Tiananmen Square protests. I took some hits for not being tougher on the Chinese,
but my long history with Deng and the other leaders made it possible for us to work through the
crises without derailing Sino-American relations, which would have been a disaster. I was a big



believer then, and still am, that personal diplomacy can be very useful and productive.Which
brings me to the China Diary. When Professor Jeffrey Engel first approached me about
publishing the diary, I really had no hesitations. I had not looked at it in years and did not recall
what it said. My one fear was that perhaps I had dwelled a little too much on the great hot dog
bun crisis of 1975, instead of more substantive issues. But I readily put all such misgivings aside
and gave Professor Engel complete editorial control. Although the musings of a young diplomat
from thirty-five years ago are barely a footnote in the history of these two great nations, I did
hope that maybe some of my and Barbara’s personal observations might give readers insight
into what life was like then in China, and how it has changed.When I finally did reread the diary, I
was amused by some of my frustrations with then–Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, a man
whom I greatly respect and consider a friend, and from whom I learned a great deal. It made me
realize how much my views have changed since those days, and just how much my experience
in China changed me.In August 2008 I will return to China for the twenty-second time since
leaving office in 1993, this time to attend the Summer Olympics as the honorary captain of the
American team. It will be one of the great thrills of my life: to help represent my country, which I
love so much, in a country that over time I have grown to admire and respect. And yes, I love the
Chinese people. One of my dreams for our world is that these two powerful giants will continue
working toward a full partnership and friendship that will help bring peace and prosperity to
people everywhere.George H. W. BushOctober 2007INTRODUCTIONBush’s China Diary—
What You Are About to ReadThis is the diary George H. W. Bush kept while in China from
October 1974 until December 1975. These are his own words, dictated from the small American
outpost in the heart of massive Beijing. As head of the United States Liaison Office (USLO),
Bush was Washington’s chief representative in China, a crucial job that was not easily defined.
The United States and the People’s Republic of China did not establish formal diplomatic
relations until 1979. Washington instead placed its official Chinese embassy in the Republic of
China (Taiwan) after 1949, refusing to recognize the legitimacy of the Communist regime which
came to power on the mainland after China’s bloody civil war. Neither was Mao Zedong’s
Communist government eager to treat with an American government it repeatedly chastised as
the leader of reactionary forces worldwide. In the chilly Cold War that followed, the two countries
exchanged little trade, hardly any cultural contacts, and scant few formal talks. Instead they
exchanged bullets and blood during the Korean War, and came close to doing more of the same
during the frequent crises of the 1950s and 1960s.Bush landed in China soon after the first
tentative thaw in the two countries’ otherwise frosty relationship. In 1971 President Richard
Nixon announced his intention to go to China. His national security adviser and trusted aide
Henry Kissinger had only recently returned from secret meetings on Chinese soil. These
encounters quite literally changed the globe’s geopolitical map. Both the Americans and the
Chinese hoped that improved relations might help each counter the Soviet Union’s growing
influence around the world. Each government established a diplomatic office in the other’s
capital in the months that followed, in order to facilitate closer relations and to manage their



growing set of business and cultural ties. David Bruce opened the USLO in Beijing in 1973. Bush
served as its second head. He was Washington’s ambassador to the People’s Republic of China
in all aspects save his formal title.This diary recounts Bush’s experience in his own words, and it
is thus extraordinarily valuable for understanding both this complex man and this confusing time.
Many books have been written detailing the Sino-American rapprochement. Few historians have
studied the less earth-shattering, but arguably no less important, day-to-day workings of Sino-
American diplomatic, cultural, and commercial relations as they evolved in fits and starts in the
years between Nixon’s 1972 visit and the 1979 reestablishment of full relations. Bush’s diary
paints an intimate portrait of two great societies in transition: China in the first days of its
transformation from the isolation of the Cultural Revolution to its full integration into the
international community and global economy, the United States beset by the quandaries and
malaise of the early 1970s. Nixon’s visit to China produced headlines around the world. Bush’s
journey did not. But whereas Nixon left China having charted a path to better ties between the
two nations, the diplomats, business-people, educators, and tourists who subsequently trod that
path truly made the relationship grow and prosper.Bush’s China Diary shows the future
president in a new light, and indeed the intimate portrait it paints is without easy parallel in the
annals of presidential history. Presidential memoirs abound, detailing their authors’ experiences
in office after the fact. Only a handful of future presidents kept detailed private journals in the
years before they moved into the Oval Office. An even smaller number took time to enunciate
their views on global affairs before their time in office, beyond campaign stump speeches. Those
future presidents who did write frequently on international relations before their election—
Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and a post-1960 Richard Nixon leap to mind—generally
did so for a public audience. Bush wrote for himself alone. He never intended his diary to be read
by others. He certainly never imagined it would someday be published. The pages that follow
reveal his private views on American politics, Sino-American relations, the Vietnam War,
Watergate, and a host of other events and issues. They offer an unvarnished look at a man of
great ambition at a crossroads in his life and career—a man hoping to do more in life, yet
struggling to determine exactly what he should hold dear in his future pursuits.This China Diary
is fascinating, but to a historian it is hardly a perfect text. Bush never wrote the diary in a
traditional sense. He dictated it into a tape recorder, typically at day’s end, most often in the
privacy of his changing room. These tapes were transcribed only years later by assistants. He
sometimes made his journal entries nightly for weeks on end. If particularly busy, he would
record the events of a whole week in a single sitting. Sometimes, especially while traveling, he
failed to make an entry for weeks on end. As the diary was intended for his use alone, he felt no
compulsion to make entries beyond a desire to record his unfolding Asian adventure.The original
tapes have been lost. All we have left are those transcriptions. Thus the pages that follow must
be understood as Bush’s words interpreted by assistants. The syntax of the “original” typed
document, which remains available for review at the George Bush Presidential Library, is at
times garbled. Authors of memoirs or letters have the benefit of editing their words to achieve



precision. Bush spoke his memories, and he had no time (and even less inclination) for
subsequent revisions. Moreover, even Bush’s most fervent supporters concede that verbal
elegance is not his strongest suit. The diary “sounds” like Bush, for good or for ill. When reading
his diary one can easily hear him in the mind’s ear, because in fact these are his words. Yet they
were routinely recorded, often in fatigue, and then interpreted well after the fact by an assistant
with the best of intentions but no independent guidance.These facts about Bush’s diary
presented methodological challenges in preparing it for publication. For the reasons enunciated
above, some sentences run on, meander, or, quite simply, make little sense. I have tried to edit
these sentences whenever necessary in order to create a readable text, yet without altering the
tone and the cadence of a voice well known to most readers. Sometimes this meant starting a
new paragraph where I believed Bush was turning to a new idea or train of thought, rather than
where the transcriber had chosen to make a break. Very infrequently this meant excising extra
words, adding conjunctions between sentences, or changing punctuation. I performed such
grammatical surgery with the lightest hand possible, changing the text only on those rare
occasions when it appeared absolutely necessary to enable the reader to comprehend fully
Bush’s meaning. As noted previously, the full text of the transcription—the nearest thing we have
to an original—is available to researchers at the Bush Library.Other issues posed greater
methodological problems. Of greatest significance was the fact that some names of persons and
places were unintelligible. No amount of forensic work could resurrect them. Bush does not
speak Chinese, and neither did his transcribers. Given these circumstances some names, and
Chinese names in particular, have been quite literally lost in translation despite the best efforts of
native Chinese speakers employed in this detective work. Other names in the “original” diary
were unintentionally misspelled by the original transcribers or lacked sufficient information for a
full identification. Bush wrote for himself, after all. Thus, to give one example, he was perfectly
content to record his happy meeting with a young couple, the “Smiths,” from Texas. Identifying
these two from among all the Smiths in Texas proved impossible. Indeed their name might have
been Smythe or Smithe; each would have sounded the same to the transcriber. Yet, in my
opinion at least, no such failure to identify a person or place should detract from a reader’s ability
to understand the larger themes with which Bush grappled in these pages.Such small negatives
aside, Bush’s diary sheds tremendous light on his Beijing experience, especially when
illuminated by the annotations I offer. These footnotes, designed to explain the context of Bush’s
experience, draw upon secondary works by historians; memoirs of participants and witnesses to
these events; contemporary press accounts; documents from the National Archives of the
United States and the National Archives of the United Kingdom; documents from the Bush
Presidential Library; and a series of interviews with President and Mrs. Bush and some of their
closest associates from these years. Many of the diplomatic records cited in this context were
made available to researchers only in January 2007, and thus many are being published here for
the first time. To minimize clutter, documentation for this information appears in endnotes
grouped at the back of the book. Where a footnote is associated with an endnote providing such



documentation, the number of the footnote, both in the text (5) and at the start of the note itself
(5), has been set in italics. The specific endnote can be quickly located by reference to the
running head on each page of the endnotes section; it identifies the text pages with which the
endnotes on that page are associated. A bibliographic essay describing the most helpful
secondary works is also included as part of the endmatter.To further enhance the readability of
Bush’s diary, I have converted Chinese spellings from the older Wade-Giles form used in the
diary’s initial transcription to the Hanyu Pinyin style adopted by Beijing in 1979. When quoting
from other contemporary documents, however, and especially from the diplomatic documents
used to illuminate various passages, I have retained the original spellings in deference to the
documents’ authors.This book could not have been written without President Bush’s
endorsement, though in order to minimize his influence over its historical interpretations his
contact with the workings of this project was purposely kept to a bare minimum. He cleared away
the legal barriers to its publication; he and Mrs. Bush sat for numerous interviews; and his office
helped facilitate interviews with some of his associates. At no time, however, has he or anyone in
his office requested the right to review or to alter my interpretation of these events as described
in the pages that follow. Issues of editing and transcription aside, the words that follow in the
diary text are Bush’s alone, and those in the introduction and notes are mine alone. I take no
responsibility or credit for his; he bears no blame for mine.Bush’s China experience—what he
terms in his preface “one of the greatest adventures of our lives”—dramatically changed his life.
It rejuvenated him after the tribulations of Watergate; it inspired his passion for foreign affairs;
and it set him on his course for the White House. To emphasize the ways in which his time at the
USLO influenced Bush, an interpretive essay follows the diary text. It describes Bush’s
diplomatic legacy and the ways in which his China Diary illuminates the diplomatic principles he
came to hold while in Beijing.China mattered to Bush. He came to believe, during his presidency
and after, that Sino-American relations held the key to a peaceful and prosperous twenty-first
century. This is one of the diary’s crucial stories, because the George H. W. Bush who landed in
Beijing in the fall of 1974 was hardly the international statesman he later proved himself to be.
On the contrary, he was a relative neophyte in the world of high-level diplomacy, wholly
unaccustomed to the nuances of American diplomacy as practiced overseas. By 1989 he was
considered something of a foreign policy expert, and his reputation in this field has only
improved with age. As readers will surely see, Bush’s time in China played a central role in his
diplomatic education.Jeffrey A. EngelACKNOWLEDGMENTSMany deserve thanks for helping
bring this project to light. Dean Richard Chilcoat, Sam Kirkpatrick, and Arnie Vedlitz generously
coordinated the financial support provided by the George Bush School of Government and
Public Service, including the Ed and Evelyn Kruse Faculty Fellowship, which provided me with
the historian’s most valued commodity: time. Having the opportunity to meet Mr. and Mrs. Kruse
as a consequence of their generosity has proved a true pleasure. Joe Dillard’s exceptional staff
expertly facilitated the Bush School’s financial support, even at a distance. Michael Desch and
the Bush School’s Scowcroft Institute of International Affairs provided research assistance for



the final footnote push, and Mike proved ever generous with his own sage counsel. My thanks
also go to the dedicated librarians and research staff of the National Archives in College Park,
the British National Archives in Kew, and the Bush Presidential Library in College Station, whose
work quite literally makes the writing of history possible. Warren Finch, Robert Holzweiss, and
Mary Finch in particular deserve hearty thanks, although with the book in print I now owe Bob
service on his softball team. Yale University’s International Security Studies provided a much-
beloved office and valuable resources during a visiting semester when the bulk of this book was
written. Ted Bromund, Ann Carter-Drier, John Gaddis, Paul Kennedy, Mihn Luong, and Monica
Ward each deserves deep thanks. As always, the Mine Hill Road Development Fund generously
smoothed the rough edges whenever needed.Charles Hermann deserves particular praise and
acknowledgment. As program director of the Bush School’s international affairs section, he
generously facilitated a timely and much-appreciated teaching leave to allow me to work on this
book. Indeed it was Chuck who first casually suggested that “there is a diary over at the library
you ought to take a look at.” He opened numerous doors, provided wise advice in response to all
my queries, and helped guide me through some of the political minefields a study such as this
inevitably confronts. He is a most valued and insufficiently heralded leader for our program, and
this book would not exist without him.Bush School students helped research this project,
including a memorable capstone group comprising Lillian Gaa, Jasper Mason, Jennifer Simar,
Katie Kaufman, Mark Sones, Michael Swanzy, Mike Hannesschlager, Reid McCoy, and Rusty
Rodriguez. Jessica Hart copyedited the final draft with speed and efficiency. This book is
dedicated to these students and to their peers, past and future. My colleagues at the Bush
School gave meaning—and contributed more than a few laughs—to each day’s work, while
Rose Williams and Janeen Wood went above and beyond to keep our offices functioning with a
smile. Their dedication is inspiring.Several members of President Bush’s staff provided
invaluable assistance, including Tom Frechette, Claire Pickart, and Michele Whalen. Terry
Lacey’s efforts were most appreciated as well.And then there is the incomparable Jean Becker,
whose knowledge of Bush’s history is unprecedented, and whose enthusiasm for enabling
historians to write that history—in their own words and drawing their own conclusions—is
second to none. With a million tasks on her daily agenda, she still found time to answer my
queries, always ending with the reminder that further questions were welcome. She is
undoubtedly one of the kindest souls with whom I have ever worked.One of the great pleasures
of this project was the opportunity it afforded to interview several of its principal subjects,
including President George H. W. Bush, Barbara Bush, James Baker, James Lilley, Nicholas
Platt, and Brent Scowcroft. Ronald Kaufmann helped track down the elusive “ghosts” that haunt
the pages of the diary. President Bush took time out from his retirement—the most peripatetic on
record, I’d venture—to compose this book’s invaluable preface. That each so generously gave of
his or her time and recollections speaks volumes about their collective commitment to history
and to the scholars who write it.Needless to say, it is George Bush’s own words that fill the diary
pages that follow, and his support for bringing these pages to the public has never wavered. Yet



never once did he interfere with the scholarly process. He understands the way academics work,
and he appreciates that history must be written without after-the-fact influence from the men and
women who made it. I only wish his views on this matter were more widely held.Princeton
University Press did a marvelous job with this book, and special thanks must go to Brigitta van
Rheinberg and Clara Platter, who presided over this project with grace and enthusiasm from the
beginning. They are the kinds of editors who make one want to do more. My thanks as well to the
anonymous reviewers engaged by the press, whose perceptive comments improved the
manuscript immeasurably, and to Sydelle Kramer, who handled the business side of the project.
Princeton Editorial Associates performed a truly marvelous job of producing the book.This foray
into what is, for me, a new period of history would not have been possible without the generous
aid of friends and colleagues. Richard Immerman, Mark Lawrence, Jason Parker, Andrew
Preston, and Tom Zeiler each offered line-by-line edits of my interpretive essay, a feat far beyond
the normal bounds of friendship. Andy Scobell did the same for the entire diary, and Ren Mu
(and family) helped identify those depicted in the book’s photographs. Their comments
undoubtedly saved me from numerous mistakes. The good Dr. Preston deserves praise as the
world’s most trusted sounding-board, while Mark helped piece together the more complicated
aspects of Bush’s personal diplomacy during a memorable jaunt down the New Jersey Turnpike.
Tom McCormick offered his usual wise counsel, while Jason Castillo, Chen Jian, Christopher
Layne, Brian Linn, Larry Napper, Adam Seipp, Jeremi Suri, David Vaught, and Susan the
breadmaker each offered invaluable comments. Further sound advice came from attendees at a
roundtable on personal diplomacy sponsored by the Society for Historians of American Foreign
Relations and from participants in a forum organized jointly by the Bush School and the
Shanghai Institute for International Affairs.Jennifer Turner performed a modern miracle in helping
our son Marshall thrive. Hope played her part as well. Friends and relatives who think they
deserve mention here should reread what I wrote in my first book, as what I wrote there still
stands.The last to be mentioned are always the most important, but prudence typically dictates
that they receive the fewest words. I was Marshall’s age when Bush served in China. Experience
with my own toddler makes me appreciate all the more the trials my parents endured during the
mid-1970s. Yet Marshall’s embrace of life’s passions inspired me (when not, on his command,
flipping pancakes or edging the lawn for the thirty-second time that week) to add that one last
footnote or to perform that one additional edit— to give the book real meaning—even when all I
desired was a ra-ra of my own. The desire to make Katie proud served as all the additional
inspiration I could ever need. Everything I wrote in the last book still holds true, even if her sense
of propriety demands I keep these acknowledgments from becoming more personal still. But
she knows there is so much more to it than that.CAST OF PRIMARY CHARACTERSRichard
AkweiChargé d’affaires of the Ghanaian Embassy in Beijing during Bush’s tenure at the United
States Liaison Office. Akwei also became one of the Bushes’ most frequent tennis
partners.David K. E. BruceOne of the most esteemed and honored diplomats in American
history. Bruce is the only American envoy to have served as ambassador to the United Kingdom,



France, and West Germany. He opened the United States Liaison Office in Beijing in 1973, and
he was posted to NATO as Washington’s ambassador once President Gerald Ford selected
Bush for the China post.John BurnsNoted journalist later awarded the Pulitzer Prize. Burns
reported for Toronto’s Globe and Mail from China between 1971 and 1975, before leaving
Beijing to begin a long career at the New York Times. He was a frequent companion to Bush
during the period of the China Diary.Barbara BushWife of George H. W. Bush. Barbara Bush
accompanied her husband to China in October 1974, although she returned to the United States
more frequently than he during their stay at the United States Liaison Office.George H. W.
BushForty-first president of the United States and author of the China Diary. During the period
1974–75, Bush was head of the United States Liaison Office in Beijing, People’s Republic of
China.Deng XiaopingGeneral secretary of the Chinese Communist Party from 1956 to 1966,
chairman of the Central Military Commission from 1981 to 1989, and one of the most influential
leaders in modern Chinese history. Deng had only recently returned from political exile when
Bush arrived in Beijing. He ushered in the wave of economic liberalization that followed Mao’s
death. It was Deng with whom Bush attempted to communicate during and immediately
following the Tiananmen Square protests of 1989.Stephen FitzgeraldAustralian ambassador to
China during Bush’s tenure and one of Bush’s frequent social companions. Fitzgerald was a
noted sinologist before entering his country’s diplomatic service.Gerald FordThirty-eighth
president of the United States, who assumed office upon Richard Nixon’s resignation in 1974. It
was Ford who offered Bush the ambassadorship to either London or Paris, and who consented
when Bush declared (much to Ford’s surprise) that he would rather be stationed in Beijing. Ford
subsequently named Bush head of the Central Intelligence Agency in 1975.Bryce HarlandNew
Zealand’s ambassador to China during Bush’s time in Beijing. Harland also became a frequent
companion (and sometimes confidant) of Bush during their frequent meetings on Beijing’s social
circuit.John HoldridgeNoted Chinese linguist and diplomat. Holdridge served as deputy chief of
mission for the United States Liaison Office in Beijing from its opening in 1973 until his
appointment as U.S. ambassador to Singapore in 1975, subsequently serving as assistant
secretary for East Asian and Pacific affairs in 1981 and as ambassador to Indonesia in
1982.Huang HuaNoted Chinese diplomat. Huang served as Beijing’s first ambassador to
Canada and then the United Nations. He returned to China in 1976 to serve as his country’s
foreign minister.Huang ZhenA veteran of the Long March and head of the Chinese Liaison
Office in Washington during Bush’s tenure in China. Huang was in this sense Bush’s direct
counterpart in the United States, having served in that role since Bruce’s posting to China in
1973.Henry KissingerNational security adviser and secretary of state to Presidents Nixon and
Ford. Kissinger held these two posts during Bush’s tenure in China. He retained only his State
Department position following the 1975 shake-up of Ford’s national security team that saw Bush
selected as head of the Central Intelligence Agency.James LilleyUnited States Liaison Office
employee in 1974, who worked undercover for the Central Intelligence Agency (a fact the
Chinese already knew). Lilley returned to Washington after an American journalist blew his



cover, and his subsequent employment by the State Department culminated in 1989 with his
appointment as ambassador to Beijing.Winston LordHenry Kissinger’s principal assistant while
the latter was national security adviser, before moving with Kissinger to the State Department,
where he headed the Policy Planning Staff. He subsequently served as ambassador to China
from 1985 to 1989.Neil MallonLongtime family friend and mentor to George H. W. Bush. Mallon
visited the Bushes in Beijing in the spring of 1975.Mao ZedongChinese Communist leader and
later leader of the People’s Republic of China from 1949 until his death in 1976.Brunson
McKinleyOne of Bush’s principal USLO advisers in 1974, McKinley left Beijing in 1975 for
another Foreign Service post, eventually serving as Washington’s ambassador to Haiti and as
the State Department’s humanitarian coordinator for Bosnia following the Cold War.Richard
NixonThirty-seventh president of the United States, frequent mentor to Bush, and primary player
in the Sino-American rapprochement of the early 1970s. His resignation in 1974 started the
chain of events that culminated in Bush’s appointment to the United States Liaison Office.Qiao
GuanhuaVice minister of foreign affairs when Bush arrived in Beijing in 1974, Qiao was soon
elevated to foreign minister, a position he held until 1976.S. Dillon RipleySecretary of the
Smithsonian Institution from 1964 to 1984. Ripley visited Bush at the United States Liaison
Office and was a frequent correspondent throughout Bush’s time in China.Brent
ScowcroftDeputy national security adviser to Henry Kissinger in 1974 when Bush was named to
the United States Liaison Office. Scowcroft later served both Presidents Ford and George H. W.
Bush as national security adviser. His friendship with Bush blossomed during these early years,
and he served as a key communications channel for Bush’s messages to Ford.Norodom
SihanoukCambodian leader, exiled to China by the time Bush arrived in Beijing. The two never
met during the time of Bush’s China Diary, although Sihanouk’s presence in the city made
Cambodian affairs an omnipresent issue for the United States Liaison Office.Wensheng “Nancy”
TangEnglish-language interpreter for Mao Zedong on foreign affairs during the mid-1970s. The
American-born Tang was also a frequent Chinese attendee at meetings with Bush and on the
diplomatic community’s social circuit.Wang HairongHead of the Protocol Department of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs during Kissinger’s and Nixon’s initial visits to China, and by the time of
Bush’s arrival vice minister of foreign affairs in charge of protocol. Wang was also a grandniece
of Mao’s, a fact that gave her particular political power until his death.Sir Edward YoudeBritish
ambassador to China during Bush’s time in Beijing, and one of his closest confidants and
mentors during those months.Zhou EnlaiPremier of the People’s Republic of China from 1949
until his death in 1976, and one of the most influential of all Chinese Communist leaders. Zhou
served as foreign minister from 1949 to 1958, though he retained great influence over foreign
affairs throughout his life. He suffered from cancer throughout much of Bush’s time in Beijing,
making his appearances rare but particularly valued by the Americans.CHAPTER
ONE“Everybody in the United StatesWants to Go to China”October 21 to November 1, 1974In
late October 1974, George H. W. Bush flew to China. He left behind Washington and Watergate,
seeking in what he termed this “important assignment” a means of rejuvenation after years spent



amid political scandal. He got no further than Alaska, however, before Watergate reared its ugly
head. Investigators tracked him down by phone during a scheduled layover to pose further
questions about his role in President Richard Nixon’s political machinations. The brief incident
set the tone for Bush’s first weeks in China, where he threw himself into his new environment as
though eager to occupy his mind to the point of exhaustion, leaving little time or mental space to
ponder all he had left behind. Jet lag only added to this state of exhaustion. It was during these
initial weeks in Beijing that Bush met his staff and the prominent members of Beijing’s diplomatic
community, including Ambassadors Bryce Harland, Stephen Fitzgerald, and Sir Edward Youde,
of New Zealand, Australia, and the United Kingdom, respectively. These diplomats would
become his closest confidants and in many ways his tutors in understanding his Chinese hosts.
He also met the Oxford-educated Richard Akwei, a Ghanaian diplomat who would become his
most frequent tennis partner over the ensuing months.Bush also made the rounds on the
Chinese side. Determined to “meet the next generation of China’s leaders—whomever they may
prove to be,” he pushed for State Department permission to attend national day celebrations at
the various embassies and consulates scattered throughout Beijing. Ambassador David Bruce,
Bush’s predecessor as head of the United States Liaison Office, had been strictly denied this
privilege by the State Department. Officially, Washington objected to American attendance at
such events as a matter of protocol. Bush—as only an American representative in Beijing, not
officially an ambassador—would be shunted to the side of any formal ceremony, in which official
delegates from even the smallest countries would be recognized before him. It would be
unseemly for the United States to be treated in such a way, argued deputies to Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger. Yet their real objection to American attendance lay in their desire to
control nearly every interaction between American officials and their Chinese counterparts.
These receptions would provide opportunities to mingle among the city’s diplomatic community,
Bush argued, as well as a chance to get to know the men and women who ran Beijing’s
government in an informal setting. But these were exactly the sort of unscripted conversations
and meetings the professional diplomats at the State Department wanted Bush to avoid at all
cost.Though his diary is modest on this point, recently declassified documents, highlighted in
the notes to this chapter, reveal that Bush did not so much ask for permission to make this
symbolically important change as make the decision unilaterally. Determined to meet China’s
leading players despite Foggy Bottom’s objections, he plunged into Beijing’s diplomatic
community with gusto. He thus spent his first weeks in Beijing working to exhaustion, exploring
the city, and meeting every important Chinese official and foreign diplomat he could. This first
section of the diary includes descriptions of Bush’s first meetings in China with Qiao Guanhua,
who would in a few weeks be named China’s foreign minister, and with Deng Xiaoping, China’s
future leader, then embroiled in a power struggle that would determine the country’s leadership
and indeed its very course. He also encountered for the first time the sort of official Chinese
reluctance that would come to infuriate him. In the end, his first weeks in China provided exactly
what he sought: opportunity, adventure, and a job far from Washington.This is the beginning of



the Peking Diary.1[Monday,] October 21, 1974. Japan Air Lines. Flight that went to Osaka, [and]
Shanghai, [from] Tokyo. Just completed three days at the Tokyo Embassy with Jim and Marie
Hodgson.2 Extremely hospitable and generous in every way. A delightful, down-to-earth guy—
plucked out of one year back at Lockheed to be a business-presence ambassador along the
lines of the highly successful Bob Ingersoll.3 I think he will do well.My emotions are mixed about
this. I read the Japan Times. I begin already to wish I had more details on American politics, the
elections. You read the tired AP [Associated Press] replay, some of the same stories we saw in
the states before we left.When we got to Anchorage there was a message for me to call Leon
Jaworski.4 After countless details and fumbling around by Washington [telephone] operators,
Ben Venisti and James Neal came on the telephone.5 They explained that Jaworski had placed
the call but had gone home. I expect that this was true though I am not totally confident. They
were asking me about a conversation on tape in April 1973. They had not heard the tape but
they saw a transcript.6 In it, Richard Moore apparently told President Nixon that I had been
approached by Mardian to raise $30,000 for the Watergate defendants, and that Moore told the
President that I refused to do this and had urged the whole thing to come out.7 They were
asking me my recollection. I told them that I had absolutely no recollection of this; that I was
confident I had not talked to Mardian about this; that I hadn’t seen him since I had become
national chairman.8 Indeed I hadn’t seen him since perhaps a year before that and then only in
passing. All in all I thought they were on the wrong track. They told me that Moore had not been
cooperative. This, when I said they ought to get Moore in and ask him about the conversation. I
told them I would look at my notes and try to recall any conversation. I did remember some
vague reference by Anna Chennault to “another project” where Anna came to me trying to build
her Republican credentials.9 And I put two and two together and figured this might have had
something to do with raising money for defendants. But I don’t recall that it was in April. And I
had not in any way tied it in with Dick Moore.The incident itself is not important except that here I
was leaving the United States, last point of land, and a call out of the ugly past wondering about
something having to do with Watergate, cover-up, and all those matters that I want to leave
behind.In going to China I am asking myself, “Am I running away from something?” “Am I leaving
what with inflation, incivility in the press and Watergate and all the ugliness?” “Am I taking the
easy way out?” The answer I think is “no,” because of the intrigue and fascination that is China. I
think it is an important assignment; it is what I want to do; it is what I told the President [Gerald
Ford] I want to do; and all in all, in spite of the great warnings of isolation, I think it is right—at
least for now.General Notes. People at the State Department seem scared to death about our
China policy. Kissinger keeps the cards so close to his chest that able officers in EA [State
Department Bureau of East Asian Affairs] seem unwilling to take any kinds of initiative. This
troubles me a little bit because I worry that our policy is “plateaued out,” and that if we don’t do
something the policy will come under the microscopic scrutiny the CIA [Central Intelligence
Agency] has come under, [and] that the Middle East policy has come under.10 And indeed the
American people are going to be looking for forward motion. And it is my hope that I will be able



to meet the next generation of China’s leaders—whomever they may prove to be. Yet everyone
tells me that that is impossible. I have the feeling that David Bruce felt it was best to have a small
mission, keep a very low profile, do [a] little reporting, and to feel his way along on this new
relationship.11 He was revered—properly so—and respected. But my hyper-adrenaline, political
instincts tell me that the fun of this job is going to be to try to do more, make more contacts.
Although everyone all along the line says that you will be frustrated; won’t be able to make
contacts; won’t be able to meet people; they will never come see you, etc. etc. I fear this may be
true, but the fun will be trying.I understand that we are walking into a situation where morale is a
little low. Time will tell you this as well. I am looking forward to Jennifer Fitzgerald coming over to
be my secretary.12 I think there is a lot to be said to having a buffer between the State
Department and the ambassador. It worked at the UN and I am satisfied it can work here.Before
I left, briefings at Commerce, Agriculture and Defense all resulted in requests for a presence
from their department there. Military attaché which would include three or four people.
Agricultural attaché and commerce attaché. EA seems opposed to this. My own judgment right
now is that maybe we ought to have an agricultural man, but again I will have a better judgment
on this when I get there.13 Eighty or ninety percent of our commerce is agriculture. Our trade is
going to fall dramatically off this year from a high of close to a billion dollars to around $500
million. This is going to be viewed by the American people as going backwards in trade, and I
think we need some work to see that we keep it up.The question of newsmen in China concerns
me. I can see where they [the State Department] don’t want every controversial Lyndon-type
negativist rushing around, criticizing. But I also can see that responsible reporting perhaps by
the news agencies, AP [Associated Press] and UPI [United Press International], might be the
best possible thing right now. China should not be on the front burner. But if the policy is going to
move forward, nor should it be on the back burner, in terms of awareness in the U.S. The
Kissinger trip can help on this enormously.14Random Recollections. Everybody in the United
States wants to go to China.15 Everyone wants a visa. The professors don’t know a hell of a lot
more about what’s going to happen in China than the politicians or the military. Going-away
reception at Huang Hua’s; a dinner at Huang Zhen’s; the UN dinner; our lunch for Huang Zhen;
Stewart’s Supreme Court dinner to which Huang Zhen was invited—all were very good.16
Huang Zhen was rather expansive, suggesting that we could have visas for those people who
were “friends of Ambassador Bush.” He started suggesting that many, many people could come
to China on this basis, all of which I hope proves to be true. It would seem to me that if we had
interesting people perhaps we could use this as a way to have more contact with our Chinese
friends. Nick Platt, who was let out of China because of hitting a person on a bicycle, and his
wife Sheila came to see us in Tokyo at the embassy.17 They are stationed there. They indicated
that there was a lot to be done in terms of the happiness of the American families, the boredom
aspect. They felt that the ambassador should be more active, should push for more contact,
should not be quite so subservient or take a lot of stuff off the Chinese.18We were wondering
what shape Fred will be in when we arrive in China.19 He has been in Japanese quarantine for



three days and there seemed to be some confusion at the Japanese airport as to whether he
was on the plane. But we are assured that he is safely in the bowels of this JAL [Japan Airlines]
DC-8.20 Though I couldn’t hear him barking at Osaka. The weather in Tokyo is humid and fairly
warm. A reasonably heavy gray flannel suit was too much. We had a delightful visit on Sunday
down at Kamakura with John Roderick of the AP who showed me fascinating pictures that he
had taken in Tiananmen with Zhou Enlai, Chairman Mao, Huang Hua and others.21 Roderick
was from Maine. A decent man whom I had met years before with Joy down at the Kennebunk
River Club though I did not recall it.22 He is fascinated with China and wants to go there as the
AP man. He is sensitive to the problems and I do not think would cause difficulties for the United
States or China in his reporting. Because of the great sensitivity in China it is important to have
seasoned journalists when the door is opened. I would hate to spend all my time trying to explain
that adverse stories could not be controlled by us. Miss Hollingsworth, a British reporter, told us
some experience she had had of being called in to explain some of her writings.23 This concept
is alien to our country.Note. I read in the Japan papers some comment about the threats to the
freedom of U.S. journalists and I thought to myself, “My God, what are they talking about,”
compared to what happens in terms of reporting in China.Note. I will try to make this diary
factual without going into too much of the sensitive policy nature of things. I will make comments
on people, places, recollections, hopefully a little color. It will be fun to look back to see how
initial impressions check out, whether the initial enthusiasm I feel about this assignment
becomes jaded, gives way to a jaded cynicism as a result of contact.In a selfish sense I do not
see this as a political dead end. Many political friends tell me, “out of sight, out of mind.” But I
think in this assignment there is an enormous opportunity of building credentials in foreign
policy, credentials that not many Republican politicians will have. Kissinger has mentioned to me
twice, “This must be for two years, George,” “You will do some substantive business, but there
will be a lot of time when you will be bored stiff.” I thought of Henry and I am sure his role in
having Nelson Rockefeller get the VP situation, but I will say that he was extremely generous in
telling Qiao Guanhua that I was close to the President.24Bush flew from Tokyo to Shanghai,
spending several days there. His next entries were made following his arrival in Beijing.The
“picture” of the Great Wall and the other.25 We sat up for forty minutes talking to Mr. Lo who
spoke pretty darn good English. He looked 20. He was 37. He is a member of the Shanghai
greeting committee of some sort. We sat there making small talk. I asked him the age of the
airfield and he was a little vague on that. It looked like an old World War II air base. A lot of
Russian planes around—large and small. No other airlines sitting inside except our JAL DC-8.
We flew to Peking on a very clear day. When we arrived it was cold. Greeted by their acting
protocol chief, Mr. Zhu Qiusheng, and the head of their American section, Mr. Lin Ping.26 John
Holdridge, Brunson McKinley and a bunch of the officers from the mission, the New Zealand
and Australian ambassadors were out there.27 We were escorted up to the reception room set
up there in rather a formal air exchanging pleasantries with Mr. Lin, and then Holdridge
suggested that it was time to push on. I gave them a brief press statement to a gaggle of about



six press journalists and off we went on a very windy day.28 The wind was really howling. It
reminded me very much of West Texas and also of a trip to Kuwait, a combination of Kuwait and
Midland. The Kuwait-Midland axis. There were very few cars. I was struck by that. Lots of
bicycles. Everybody plain and drably dressed. We swung into the mission: nice, clean, great-
looking U.S. seal, two PLA [People’s Liberation Army] guards at the gate, and into the residence
which is tastefully done. More on that later. Staff was impressive. I toured through, met
everybody, unpacked, failing to have packed much of the stuff we need. The clothes were there
and the air freight was there. C. Fred arrived looking dirty and tired, and damned confused. All in
all we are in good shape on the pleasant things of life. The staff had completely changed out. Mr.
Bruce had raved about his first man but now we have a new man, Mr. Sun Jiangang, Mr. Zhang
Bolong, Yan Zuqi, the first waiter.29 There is a second waiter and two female cleaners. There
was a couple of extras in there. The guy making the vodka and tonic filled it half with vodka, a
little less than half of tonic and some ice. Fred was confused and delighted to see all the kids.
First thing, I have told Bar to get a ping-pong table and a couple of bicycles. We then went to
John Holdridge’s for dinner at his apartment. The school is in the lobby of the apartment.30 John
is knowledgeable in Chinese, and Martha was also extremely helpful.31We went to bed early.
They put a board under my bed, making it properly hard but we were confused. The wind was
whistling outside and yet the heat inside was enormous. I went around and turned off all the
heaters. Bar got snoring again just like West Texas. I turned on the Sears dehumidifier and she
did OK. She’ll have that place singing in a day or two. It needs pictures, it needs some warmth, it
needs some tabletop items, but other than that we have inherited a lot in the Bruce style. It’s
great. All’s well. End first night. No substance. Lots of new sights and sounds and smells. Don’t
drink the water. The soap is good. The eggs are little. Shortwave makes a lot of whistling sounds
—sounds just like 30 years ago. Lots to do. Lots to learn.[Tuesday,] October 22[, 1974]. Took
Fred for a run about 6 o’clock in the morning. Guards looked a little startled. Ran down one side
of USLO and then another. A lot of people were bicycling, going to work. Many stared
expressionless. The old-timers smiled and looked very friendly at Fred, and me even. Whereas
the younger ones remained somewhat inscrutable and though they showed an interest they did
not show any emotion at all.Had a long conversation with Bryce Harland, the attractive young
ambassador from New Zealand.32 We reviewed the contacts he has with Chinese officials. In
fact he gets a lot out of the diplomatic corps. He made a couple of interesting comments to me.
He felt the United States was making a mistake if only Dr. Kissinger talked to the Chinese. “No
one is immortal.” He probed on Kissinger’s forthcoming visit, seeming to know when the visit
would take place. He showed me through his house, the new tennis court he has built with a
slick surface, designed also to be flooded and used for ice skating in the winter. A great idea.
Rest of the day reading cables, doing some mail, getting acquainted for a staff meeting in the
morning. Lunch at home with Bar, trying to get some understanding with the new staff. The
English-speaking mâitre-d’ Bruce was so high on was gone. Replaced by a very pleasant but
sloppy man who speaks French and wants to please. He seems very nice. The number two man,



a younger man, speaks English but really only says a few words. Weather, clear. Fall kind of day.
A little brisk without an overcoat but pleasant. Harland of New Zealand appears to me a very
active, outgoing, youngish ambassador born about 1931. He has got a lot of
ideas.33Observation at the end of this first day. The amount of information not available. Great
speculation because Chairman Mao met with Denmark’s Prime Minister and there is all kinds of
speculation as to where Mao is.34 The Danes were not at liberty to say, being sworn to secrecy.
Some think that Mao was out in the country to see how the group in Peking will do. Others feel
that he is home because of his advanced years. But the point is people don’t know. They
speculate about it, they talk about it. Here we are in a country of 800 million people and it is a
well-kept secret. At least from our ears. Amazing, absolutely amazing.[Wednesday,] October 23[,
1974]. A spectacularly beautiful day. The sky is a bright blue. Fred and I went for a run after I did
those abominable exercises at about six in the morning down past [the embassies of] Kuwait,
Greece, Chad and then back past our mission and down to the International Club and back once
again. People stared at Fred the same as yesterday. Some smiling, most showing interest but
going on. Morning spent at our regular 8:45 staff meeting. I am not adjusted to sleeping very
well. Woke up early. When dawn breaks it happens all of a sudden it seems to me. Called on the
French ambassador, Mr. Manac’h.35 He does not speak Chinese. He has been here four years.
Very pleasant. Told me that De Gaulle had talked to Nixon in February of ’69 and then had told
him, Manac’h, to tell Zhou Enlai that the United States wants contact with the PRC [People’s
Republic of China].36 He agrees that there will be a coalition leadership from the bottom not
from the charismatic top. He told how when Pompidou was coming he asked to meet the party
people as well as the city people.37 They said “Why?” He told them that he had been in
Communist countries before and he knew very well how important the party people were. He
[Manac’h] had just come back from a week in North Korea. A private, non-official visit. His house
was beautiful, full of artifacts. He has a new wife after some 30 years.It is amazing to watch their
reactions when the Chinese see the American flag on the car. Many of them point at it or look at
each other and seem to be commenting on it. I am not sure if this is true with other missions as
well. But for years we were criticized and now they see the stars and stripes flowing from time to
time all around Peking. Our Chinese bikes are back today. I say back. They had to get
licenses.October 23. Lunch with the Lilleys.38 Bright, Chinese-speaking officer and his young
kid. On Wednesday afternoons the office is closed—Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. Lilley
was off to do some Boys’ Club work. There is something nice about having his son around here.
It prompted me to hurry up and get a ping-pong table and hurry up and get a basketball hoop up
—both of which we are in the process of accomplishing.Played tennis in the afternoon with
Akwei of Ghana, a member of the Italian mission and some other guy.39 Courts are small in the
sense there is little room on the side and in the back. The wiring around the court is good. The
surface is bland, white concrete. They should have mixed some color in with it. It is hard as a
rock and really not too attractive. And the ball was very hard to see. Akwei, warm nice guy. I
asked him if it would be possible to put some topping on these courts and he indicated that it



might be difficult as far as the Chinese went. They might not want it done. They might feel it was
presumptuous of us. If it should be done, they should do it. I told him of the great surface at the
White House court and other courts but he didn’t think they would be too receptive. I have in
mind that we ought to have a good court and a pool for our people even if we had to have it in a
separate place. I don’t care about it here, but I just think if other missions have it, by God we
ought to have it too. I am hoping that by having some of these little athletic facilities around the
house, some of the kids will come here.Four of the help in the back ran away when they saw
Fred. Bar called him over and had him do his tricks and they were soon out watching him and
laughing. Initially they were scared. Rode over with Brunson McKinley to make our first call on
the Chinese, Mr. Zhu, Acting Chief of Protocol, that took Ambassador Han’s place.40 He is a
very pleasant individual. He had two others with him. We exchanged initial pleasantries. I told
him his “ears should be burning” because Dr. Kissinger spoke so highly of the kind of work they
were doing in protocol here. He mentioned Qiao Guanhua, [and I responded] that I wanted to
have an exchange of views about politics, having been in the political arena, with him or any
others; that I would prefer frank, informal discussions if possible; that Qiao Guanhua ought not to
feel that he should have a formal kind of reception for me of any kind; [and] that I would much
prefer a very small meeting where we could talk more frankly. I knew Qiao had many banquets
and felt he didn’t need yet another one. I told him that he was very nice and he told me to make
requests. And yes we could travel. Yes he would be glad to receive our requests for anything we
wanted. I told him not only would we do that, but on the other hand if there is any place where he
should be critical of us he should call me and tell me. That I wanted a frank relationship. We want
to comply. We think we have done well, but if we are doing anything at all that is causing them
concern we want them to tell us and to tell us frankly.What I was attempting to do was to
establish a frank relationship and to try to move out of the normal diplomatic, stiff-armed, stilted
deal. It may be difficult. It may be impossible but I want to keep pushing for it. The only tack that I
have got that can be helpful is this approach of having been in politics. I used it again with Mr.
Zhu and said that if they wanted to talk about the American political scene I would be prepared
to do it from the unique vantage point of having run one of our parties. It will be interesting to see
if they are willing to do this at all.On the way back from the visit Brunson and I went into a sports
store. Tremendously crowded street. Many, many bicycles. We bought a couple of sweatshirts,
some ping-pong rackets and ordered a ping-pong table for the next day. People clustered
around. I must say that people are the same the world over. Basically friendly if you are friendly
with them. After an initial wondering, they couldn’t have been more friendly as we went along
and bought the goods. Brunson spoke to them in good Chinese, and all in all it was a happy little
experience seeing all those people looking at the basketballs, sweatshirts and soccer balls. The
store was stocked with dark blue, dark maroon sweatshirts, some colored socks, white athletic
socks, a good range of balls (soccer, basketball), other little round rubber balls, ping-pong stuff—
not an overly stocked store, not bulging at the seams like an American sports store, but not a
bad selection either. The man was most anxious to show us his championship ping-pong table



which was too much money for us—$250—but I did buy one for about $125. The sweatshirts
were cheap, the ping-pong rackets not bad. I saw the Great Hall of the People and other
buildings for the first time from the car. I must say you get a very different feeling when you see
all of those things than when you just drive around the USLO Office.We had dinner at a
Mongolian place with the Holdridges on the 23rd. One cooks his own dinner on a common
potbelly stove in the middle of the room. The food was spicy. Chinese wine was served. And all
in all it was delightful.Thursday still [October 24, 1974]. A very interesting visit with Fitzgerald,
the Australian ambassador.41 He is young—30 some odd—35ish. Was in the foreign service.
Early on became opposed to Australia’s foreign policy and felt that future lay with China and the
PRC. He took a PhD and majored in the language and then when Whitlam came in, he was sent
to Peking.42 He is aggressive, attractive and very interesting. He is concerned on two major
points: the relationship of the Soviet Union and India. He felt that India is very uptight. And he felt
that China was very uptight about India. And with India’s growing nuclear capability and China’s,
the PRC might miscalculate along the border.43 The second point where he thought he could be
useful to us as was some kind of contact with Sihanouk but mainly with Sihanouk’s Foreign
Minister.44 He was less concerned about Sihanouk himself than he was about the total
settlement in Cambodia. Fitzgerald ventured that they have good relations with Sihanouk and his
foreign minister, and he might be able to help if we wanted them to.Speculation on Kissinger’s
trip. Fitzgerald is extremely interested. I hedged and told him that nothing was definite. These
things have a way of changing. He pressed very hard on this. It seems to be the number one
topic in the diplomatic corps in China. Fitzgerald indicated that the PRC had told him they would
be willing to sell them [Australia] substantial amounts of oil in the future.45Notes on Peking. At a
quarter of six in the morning you can hear voices from PLA units shouting commands, almost
cheers. Other than that, there is a silence. Things get gray here. The water is very hard. Fred the
dog has adjusted a little bit by now. He looks kind of gray. Bar has given him two baths but he still
looks gray. So do our shirts. Water softeners don’t work.It is hard in a house when no one speaks
English. The food is varied and excellent. We are asking the interpreter to speak to Mr. Yen in the
house and have him write down what he serves at each meal. We will then know what these
dishes are when we have them translated.Thursday night I went to bed at 8:30 simply dead tired.
I hadn’t done that much, though I am doing my exercises and running in the morning between 6
and 7. It must just be an adjustment to schedule. Total fatigue struck me and I was asleep by
quarter of nine I am sure.I saw a big black crow on the run this morning. The first bird I have
seen. He called out and sounded kind of weird. I wonder about Fred. He stopped to sniff what a
couple of donkeys left on the street. He was most enthusiastic about this. We never see a dog on
our runs.46Friday, the 25th [October 25, 1974], two visits.47 One with Teddy Youde, the British
ambassador.48 This is his fourth trip to China. He is an extremely interesting man. Terribly well
informed. Knows the cast of characters. Lives in splendor, something far more than we live in,
but something less, he informed me, than what they used to live in. He told me about the burning
of their chancellery during the Cultural Revolution though he wasn’t here.49 It was a terrifying



experience for which the Chinese subsequently made clear they were not responsible. In other
words they disapproved of its happening. We sat outdoors in a very relaxed way on the lawn. I
think we will have good relations with him. The other visit was with Deputy Director Zhou De,
Deputy Director of the MFA [Ministry of Foreign Affairs], the information department.50 During
that meeting we talked about his role with cultural exhibitions etc. and I made a pitch for
expanding contact with U.S. journalists coming here.51 I did not get into the question of the AP
being stationed here, but I did get into the question of more U.S. journalists in the spirit of the
Shanghai Communiqué.52 At these meetings with the Chinese officials John Holdridge, Don
Anderson and Brunson all attend.53 There is a certain stock formality to them. Sitting in the
room with cigarettes and tea in front of you, antimacassars too prominently displayed. Prompt
arrival, the friendly wave at the steps and all in all rather politely and nicely done. I had lunch with
the McKinley family. Another spectacular lunch. We have yet to have the same course of any
kind served except for the rice. Tonight we had the Linguists and the Philadelphia Council for
International Visitors, a group of Main Liners.54 The reception is 6 to 7 at the residence. I hope
they don’t drink up too much of our whiskey.Another beautiful day in Peking. Absolutely perfect
weather.Sunday[, October 27, 1974]. The wind is blowing, the sky is clear. But dust is
everywhere. Gray dust in the post reports, is all around and everyone jokes about it and laughs
about it. Fred is looking even grayer. But I am feeling better. Less tired. Impressed with much
around me. And yet wondering, wondering about the policies and where we ought to be a year
from now.Off to church: the Protestant service. The Bible Institute. There is a Catholic service at
the Cathedral. Church service at the Bible Institute was unbelievable. Beat up old house. Four
old Chinese including the minister who in this instance was Presbyterian. Two others who I
understand were ministers. One a Methodist, and one an Anglican. The rest of the congregation
consisted of the Austrian ambassador and his family, another from the Dutch embassy, several
Africans including Mrs. Akwei and her kid.55 All in all a congregation of about fourteen people. It
was a most moving service. The hymns were the old familiar ones. Sung off an English song
sheet with the Chinese voices singing the same hymns in Chinese. The service was conducted
entirely in Chinese including communion. It was moving.56Sunday, October 27, 1974. On
Saturday we climbed up the Western Hills with John and Martha Holdridge. A beautiful but tiring
climb. There was a sign at the gate saying, “Do Not Pick the Red Leaves” and yet all through the
climb we saw soldiers and kids carrying red leaves. Bright red fall colors. The path and the walk
were a bit grubby. There was a lot of dust around. A lot of popsicle wrappers and paper
wrappers. Sitting around the various way stations there was garbage left and I was unimpressed
by the cleanliness of the place. It reminded me of some of the spots in New York. I would have
thought that the discipline extended to this kind of thing. There are propaganda speakers
throughout the whole park. They were not on at first. When they came on, four kids in gray Mao
coats in front of us looked at each other and one of them put his hands up into his ears as if to
fend off the announcements. You see boys and girls glancing at each other but no hand holding.
No he-ing and she-ing, and you wonder in this beautiful setting.On Saturday we made a call on



the DSB [Diplomatic Services Bureau].57 They are the group that provide the servants and the
facilities. A Mr. Xu is in charge.58 A jovial older man who must get jillions of requests. I point out
to him that we needed some recreational facilities though I was not pressing for this.59 I told him
the cooperation had been good. I told him we were satisfied with our people. Though none of
them spoke English they were all trying very, very hard. And in our opinion were doing a good
job. I think he interpreted this as a request for somebody who did speak English. I reassured him
that that was not the case.We went by the tennis courts.60 Here they were rolling some kind of
red powdered stuff into a really good-looking two-court indoor building. I talked through Brunson
and John Holdridge to the man in charge of tennis. He is an old-timer. He seems friendly and I
am looking forward to getting on the courts. They ought to be all right for a while but it would be
an ideal place for some of those Arlington “Y”-type courts. The outdoor courts are absolutely
useless. The surface that they put on them fell apart in less than a year. Great potholes in it.
Again little technology but a desire to please the international community in a fantastic setup
with basketball, pool, ping-pong, cheap meals, barbershop (thirty cents a haircut). All in all, an
excellent facility.The calls on Chinese officials are all very formal. I have been to the information
agency where I made a pitch for more journalists to come into the country. I feel strongly that in
terms of our policy we must have manifestations of forward progress. The journalist area is a
good one. They will never discuss these things. They simply take note of your comments. It is
strictly a one-way street in terms of getting any response.On the climb to the Western Hills it is
exactly the same as everywhere else. People stare are you. Gather around the car. Look at you.
Once in a while smile. No hostility but tremendous curiosity. Our driver, Mr. Guo, is amazing. It
looks to me like we are going to crash into bicycles, donkey carts, overloaded buses, trailer-type
setups, or get lost in a dust storm, but sure enough Mr. Guo manages. Yesterday a bicyclist
almost ran in front of us and Mr. Guo held up his finger and disciplined the young bike rider with
a rather serious reprimand. The kid looked somewhat chastened but continued boldly across the
great breadth of highway and was soon blended into a jillion other cyclists, a bunch of buses and
a few donkey-pulled carts.Saturday night we attended a dance. The Spanish embassy. I had no
tuxedo but it didn’t matter. The Africans just as they do in the UN—some of them—showed up
tuxedo-less and I felt right at home. The Spanish ambassador is a kind of a swinger. He had a
most attractive French-speaking house guest with him and all in all it was a gala evening. Lots of
Frank Sinatra music and relaxed. The diplomatic community seems starved for this kind of
entertainment. The Spanish did it well. The food was Western: sliced ham, sliced beef, and lots
of typical-type buffet-style things.Sunday morning I am reading the Xinhua news agency (Red
News —this is put out by the government propaganda pieces). The Blue News is more
objective.61 Foreign service reports. It is culled news from foreign agencies and press. Xinhua
has got the propaganda tone. All through the Xinhua News you read anti-American stuff. The
Koreans giving a big dinner to celebrate the Red Volunteers going into Korea. A big long
propaganda piece against the “oil monopolists” in the United States. A lot of anti-Soviet stuff.
And all in all it is the party line. This contrasts with the Blue News which is a rather straight



presentation of the wire service and byline pieces from international newspapers. None of it
critical to China but one gets a good feel from it as one does of the problems we are up against
from the Xinhua News.October 24.62 “All school-age children in the mountainside Yan Zhen
people’s commune in East China’s Fujian province are attending school. Before the Cultural
Revolution only half of them attended.” Great accomplishments in education. And yet we are not
allowed to go into Peking University without some kind of special permit. One of our people was
invited in by a student there but he wasn’t able to go in—just walking in the gates of a great open
university.I am already struck by the contrast in China. The beauty in many ways. The courteous
friendliness of the individuals with whom you do talk. The desire to please in many ways. And
then that is contrasted with the basic closed society aspect of things. Lack of freedom. Discipline
of people. Sending them off to communes. Little criticism. No freedom to criticize. There is a
certain gray drabness amongst the people that makes one wonder how they could possibly be
happy. Makes one wonder if there is real happiness there. And the incessant propaganda on
radio and television and papers. The attack and criticism of Lin Biao and Confucius continues,
and in reams of propaganda it goes on and on throughout this whole country every day.63
Grilled into the people from top to bottom. Incessant propaganda. It is cooled in terms of being
anti–U.S. running dog, but the “imperialist” theme is still prominent and all of this makes me
wonder what should our overall policy really be. What is right? Where do we go from here? How
much movement can we make? And what is in our national interest? I was struck by a visitor
from the linguistic exchange program who gave me this enormous pitch that we must normalize
relations. We must get on with solving the Taiwan question. We must recognize that [the] Taiwan
problem needs to be solved instantly. I asked him why and he said we must because we want to
have more exchanges with your students and we want to know more about their language and
we want to have their people come so we can exchange ideas. All of this is fine but there was a
certain unreality to the pitch. Lack of recognition that in a quest to discover more about language
he was prepared to forget any global political problems. Simply do things their way on Taiwan or
anything else apparently. He did recognize in the conversation that they were putting on a show
for him in a sense but he was so overawed with this getting his toe in the door of language that
he was making this sincere pitch to totally move forward in terms of solution of the Taiwan
problem.Note. So much discussion of the people’s army, people’s revolution, people’s thwarted
aggression and imperialists. When I think of what really motivates the average citizen in the
United States it is difficult to recognize that we are the imperialists and that we are the
aggressors. My mind flashed back to the hot rhetoric at the United Nations. It’s funny. I have
been out of that for two years. And now I am back in it much more so than ever.Note. North
Koreans: “The U.S. imperialists must accept our just proposal on the conclusion of a peace
agreement and must with-draw the U.S. imperialist aggressor troops occupying South Korea
under the signboard of the United Nations forces.” On and on it goes in Xinhua. Reporting from
Cambodia: “Cambodian people in liberated areas overcome natural calamity” and then go on to
blow up the fantastic accomplishments these people are allegedly making. In Xinhua “soaring



profits in giant U.S. oil companies—Ecuador readjusts its prices posed by the U.S. monopolists.”
A discussion of a news story: “Canada opposed U.S. continental energy policy” showing that
Nassikas and our oil monopolists Jamieson of Exxon and others were trying to ram a program
down Canada’s throat that Canada did not want.64 A long explanation of how “many U.S.
Western European banks go bankrupt or incur losses,” and then talking of Lloyd’s Bank and the
Franklin Bank. Some attacks on Russia by the Albanians but of course we are thrown in. Then
talk of China’s own accomplishments.[Monday,] October 28, 1974. This is Veterans Day, a
holiday in the United States and one here at USLO. We did have the signing of the
archaeological exhibition in the Foreign Ministry, a major deal with ribboned copies, two of us
sitting at the signing table as though we were signing a massive treaty.65 The Deputy Foreign
Minister was present, a Mr. Yu Zhan.66 He and Nancy Tang and several others were present.67
Nancy did a good deal of the talking in the discussion that followed the actual signing. The
Deputy Foreign Minister was in charge of Soviet Affairs and as he later told us had an interest in
India. This was the first shot any of us had at talking to him. He was fairly responsive. He came
down very hard on the Russians, including some rather unpleasant references to Brezhnev
being dumb, etc.68 On the whole though he couldn’t have been more cordial and courteous to
us. I tried to point out that nothing in the Kissinger trip to Moscow or India would in any way be
detrimental to the interest of China nor would any of our foreign policy be designed to be
detrimental to China. There is an interesting cable detail on this meeting.69All in all it was a fairly
encouraging meeting in that we visited for close to an hour in discussion with them. John
Holdridge, Don Anderson and Brunson McKinley attended. Brunson very ably taking care in
advance of the actual mechanics of signing. Don Anderson had worked very hard on the project.
They made a great deal about it and they made some laughing references to the age of the
thing, dating from Peking Man up till more recent times. The concern they felt about the Soviets
came through over and over again in this meeting.70 I am pressing to find things that are
interesting, to extend the conversation, to urge that we have conversations about easy matters
and difficult matters, but I get very little response. I asked one question: namely, whether they felt
India was moving away from the Soviet Union or something of that nature.71 And after the
meeting Nancy told me, “You ask many questions. Next time we will get a chance to ask them.”
That was the only one I had asked but we did have a good frank exchange and I would hope that
we can do more of that kind of thing.In the afternoon I played tennis with John Burns of the
Toronto paper and Urin Olifinish, a Finnish correspondent.72 Not bad at all. We played on the
New Zealand court. The courts looked slippery but the ball stayed in play pretty nicely. It slowed
down very good. The only thing that is really bad is the visibility and of course the courts are very
hard. Fall Peking weather persists. When the sun was up it was warm. But the minute it got low in
the sky it became very cold, much colder than it looked just standing around there on the court.
Back to USLO where some pouch mail had arrived. Mail that was supposed to have left about
the same time we left the States. Tons of stuff to sort through. I miss the order, having all the files
in one place, but I guess we can get used to that. Bicycled to tennis and back and now about to



bicycle to Brunson McKinley’s for a movie. Not many blocks away. I am told that before too long it
will be too cold to bicycle at all. It will be too bad. The fatigue has totally worn off now in that I am
on full China schedule. It took a lot longer than I would have thought and I don’t know how
Kissinger and those real travelers shooing hither and yon do it without getting tired. I don’t know
quite how President Nixon and the others moved around Peking without being tired on their trip.
The Chinese at the meeting today were like the others I have talked to about Nixon: giving him
credit for the things he did and butting out of Watergate without commenting on the adversity of
it.73 A good day.[Tuesday,] October 29[, 1974]. A cable came back from the State Department
approving the plan to attend national days.74 This may get some press attention but it will
increase the mission contacts and increase the contacts with Chinese that the USLO has. It will
probably be noted in the press as a change in policy or certainly as a change in style but our
mission officers were unanimous in thinking this was a good idea. And apparently the
Department approves. Good first step.I called on Tian Ping, the Deputy Director of the Consular
Department.75 Had lunch at home with some of the staff and that afternoon called on
ambassador Ogawa, Japanese ambassador.76 He is a friend of Taro Nakagowa.77 Indeed he
gave me a letter from Taro saying he was sorry to miss us. At five o’clock a good, rather wide-
winging session with Qiao Guanhua reviewing principally the oil matters. The first day of rain in
Peking. Fred got his third bath. Nancy Tang did the interpreting.78 She is considered very, very
good. Mao’s niece, Wang Hairong, Vice Minister, was there.79 She is very quiet and almost shy.
Mr. Lin, Mr. Zhu and others with their eyes followed the conversation, smiled, nodded, entered
in, but she sat very silently but obviously in a position of importance. Minister Zhu talked about
giving us a dinner and he said that he and Miss Wang would host this dinner.As we walked out
of the meeting Mr. Zhu, head of protocol, said that the Minister [Qiao Guanhua] would like to
have the dinner for us this coming Friday. I had impressed on him that I recognize how busy he
was, that there was no need to do anything for us, that whatever was done I could most
understand if he elected to do it down the road. He made a personal inquiry and told me that he
had heard that my mother was upset that I was coming to China. I told him, “just the opposite.” I
told him she felt there was much more respectability to my being head of the Liaison Office in
Peking as compared to being Chairman of the Party. He made some reference about Chairman
Bush and I made the point that there was quite a difference being chairman of the Republican
National Committee. I let my voice trail off. They all got the message and laughed like mad. He
was very courteous and full of humor. Don Anderson told Qiao that I had started my Chinese
lessons that day. At the end of the meeting I looked very serious and said I have one very
serious personal favor to ask the Vice Minister. They all looked rather alarmed. I said, “When you
meet my wife would you please tell her to stop laughing at me when I take my Chinese lesson.”
He told me this was a matter of great importance and that he would take care of it, laughing all
the while.I have been concerned by several ambassadors suggesting that our relations have
deteriorated, and I made a point of telling Qiao that two ambassadors had raised this question
with me. I also told him I wouldn’t be here if I felt that the relations were going backwards and he



told me that several people sometime ago had asked him about that but not recently. Qiao is the
freest-swinging person that people deal with and all diplomats look forward to visiting with him.
They feel they get more out of it. He pressed me very hard on the oil situation.80 I must say that
one doesn’t have the chance to keep as fully informed as one should on questions of this nature.
I did feel up to commenting on the domestic side of things however by frankly telling him that in
response to his question that domestic measures had not worked in either increasing supply or
in curtailing demand, but that after the elections progress would be made.81 I sometimes think
the Chinese don’t realize the effect of our elections on congressional activity or inactivity. Why
should they?There is a little flu around in Peking. The rains settle the dust but there is still a kind
of dust in the air. Smog. It gets colder after the rain. A wet, penetrating cold but no wind, thank
heavens.Wednesday, October 30[, 1974]. Today was marked by my meeting with Minister of
Trade, Mr. Li Qiang.82 It was a routine visit except we spent a great deal of time talking about the
offshore oil business. He told me that they had bought one drilling rig from Japan capable of
drilling in 20 meters of water. I then went back to the office and was shown a document showing
purchases of many deep-water rigs. I can’t believe that China has purchased this many rigs right
now but certainly they are alleged to have tremendous potential. I tried to drag Mr. Li Qiang out
to get him to be willing to discuss things in the future. He pointed out the answer “when
necessary.” I told him it would be good if he and some of his associates went to look at some of
the offshore drilling business in the United States. He smiled but didn’t respond. He asked some
questions about my experience in offshore. It was like pulling teeth trying to get them to respond.
I can understand their being wary about “imperialist domination” over their resources or
imperialist ownership, but here was a minister reluctant to really have a good frank dialogue at
all. I must confess it is very, very frustrating. I will keep trying.83Wednesday afternoon Bar and I
cycled down to a shopping area several blocks from the railroad station. We were the only
foreigners around and we were stared at constantly. At one point we were followed by a rather
pleasant-looking, Chinese-looking woman who literally “shadowed” us. We would turn around in
a store and there she would be. We followed on down the block, I would look quickly around and
there she was. What the hell she was doing I don’t know. I bought a red drum and some bicycle
covers without speaking one word of English. Through hand signals we made our will known.
And the people were very pleasant—all being able to write down in Arabic numbers the price
when we inquired about an item. Weather a little cooler and windy but very pleasant for bicycling.
A little flu took a 24-hour spin through USLO. John Holdridge and Brunson McKinley were both
down but snapped back quickly. The inspectors are coming soon and there is considerable
consternation about that.84 I have a little concern that we are not let known about the change in
dates on the announcement of the Secretary’s [Kissinger’s] trip. I sent a telegram to ask about it.
It will be interesting to see what the reaction is.The Department acted favorably on my move to
have USLO people attend national day receptions in order to increase our contacts with both the
Chinese and the representatives of the diplomatic corps. Algeria will be the first of what I am
sure will be a long and seemingly endless series of national days. Dinner alone. Early to bed,



troubled by the VOA report that President Nixon is in critical condition.85 I remember my last two
phone calls with him, the only two I had since he left the White House. I felt I was talking to a
man who wanted to die. Here we are in China largely because of him, and the whole damn thing
is sorry.86[Thursday,] October 31[, 1974]. Listened eagerly to the VOA [Voice of America] at
seven to find out how President Nixon was getting along. Yesterday the communicators told me
that they had heard that he was critical. We got some evening report that confirmed this. Our
communicators in Peking also listened to the round-by-round broadcast on the Ali-Foreman
fight, hearing it very clearly.87 Even though we get broadcasts and good cable service it is funny
how fast one gets out of touch. I find myself avidly reading the wireless file on questions from
press conferences. I read them much more closely here than I did at home. I even sat and
listened to a twenty-minute speech by [the] Secretary of State given in India. In calling on Zhou
Qiuye, Vice President of Chinese Peoples’ Institute of Foreign Travel, I made the point that if the
regular organizations are bypassed and the far-outs get a disproportionate amount of travel to
China, this will adversely affect the overall policy.88 Mr. Zhou, a delightful, pleasant man who
believes in “frankness,” indicated that this did not come under the heading of his business. It will
be interesting to see whether some other official raises the question with me. I feel strongly
about this in terms of our overall policy.Note. Our Double Happiness [ping-pong] table, solid as
the rock of Gibraltar, is now located in the dining room. I had said to put it crosswise but Mr. Ye
and Mr. Zhang felt it should be put lengthwise so that you could get way back and knock the hell
out of it I guess.89Called on Peter Kasanda, the Zambian Chargé.90 The Africans are extremely
pleased when one shows attention. He is a friend of Vernon Mwanga, the Foreign Minister of
Zambia, and Mwanga had told him on the phone that we would be coming.91 He seemed
shocked that I had come to call on him. I am convinced that one way to learn more about China
is through the Africans and their royalty, when their chiefs come here, and then they have a very
close-knit society amongst themselves. He told me there is a good Sudanese here because of
my relationship with Khalid.92 I want to especially look him up. We have also decided that our
first attendance at a national day observance will be Algeria. This will be getting some notoriety.
The Kuwait chargé, Al Yagout, was the first caller at the residence.Weather got cold—clear
skies. Halloween Party for USLO children.[Friday,] November 1[, 1974]. Day was crystal clear
and beautiful. Getting colder though. I called on the Pakistani ambassador, Mr. Mumtaz Ali
Alvie.93 Had a nice visit with him about recognizing Pakistan’s special role with the Chinese.94
He had traded places with our friend Agha Shahi.95 Ambassador Alvie: somewhat formal,
rotund, pleasant, seemed pleased that I had come around to call on him so early. He asked if I
was going to go to national day receptions. I told him “yes.” He commented that that was good,
that no one saw Ambassador Bruce much, and that he felt this had worked against the United
States, that we had not gone. I told him that each person should do his own ways, that Bruce
was one of our most respected ambassadors and that perhaps he needed the contacts less
than I. The subject was dropped.The house is coming along. Getting settled though we lack
pictures and tabletop things. The inspectors are coming in tonight and the post is in an uproar.



Not being foreign service, I am perhaps less concerned or sensitive than I should be on these
matters. I met Ambassador Clark and one of his associates in Washington and reviewed their
mission a little bit.96 This afternoon I called on Mr. Zhou Qiuye, the head of the Friendship
Association. I had made the point with Mr. Zhou—who handles a lot of delegations—yesterday
that the Chinese ought not to rely too heavily on friendship groups in the United States. It hurt
the policy. Mr. Zhou apparently was awaiting my initiative on this, and Brunson and I both agreed
that he anticipated my raising it. I didn’t raise it directly but I did ask about his jurisdiction and
through using the example of the Japanese I asked if the Japanese friendship groups were
compatible with the Japanese government. He said not always. I then inquired if it wouldn’t hurt
their relations with Japan if they dealt exclusively with the friendship groups. He said that that is
true but that they didn’t plan to deal exclusively with friendship groups or any other one group.
He got the message I am sure.97We went to our first national day reception. It happened to be
the Algerian. The Holdridges and ourselves walked in together and the Algerian ambassador
looked like he was going to fall over in a dead faint when he saw us arrive. The affair was very
formal. After the guests had come in, the Chinese guests and the Algerian host took overstuffed
chairs at one end of the room. The ambassadorial corps kind of formed in the room, milling
around eating lavish hors d’oeuvres. At the other end of the room were table after table at which
the Chinese guests gathered around and ate and ate and ate. The only people that visit with the
Chinese officials are the foreign minister and other Algerians. And this was interrupted only by
long interpreted speeches that went on too long and bored the hell out of everybody. There was
a great deal of comment by other ambassadors about our being there. I met many ambassadors
there including the Soviet, Polish, Romanian, several Africans. The Europeans all sought me out
and told me they thought the change in policy was a very good one.98I then came home, formed
in a big group and about 14 strong from the US Mission went off to one of the guest houses
where Qiao Guanhua gave us a beautiful banquet. We sat in overstuffed chairs in the reception
room to start with where we had a chance to discuss some things with substance. He raised the
question of oil and we discussed that.99 He thinks I am a bigger oil expert than I am. We also
discussed Kissinger’s trip. World Food Conference in which he didn’t seem to have too many
disagreements. We both felt that they should expand supply. And he expressed his concern
about Tanaka and Japan, making the point that the Right and Left are equally as bad, referring to
Sukarno and the communist revisionist left.100 The atmospherics were great. He opened his
tunic at the end of the meal and leaned back. Instead of giving a standing toast, he made the
point of giving a sitting toast and I made the point of trying to leave fairly early to try to keep the
atmosphere informal. I had the distinct feeling that Huang Zhen might have told him about the
way we threw the oysters in the middle of the table in Washington because they had a lovely
mixing pot of all kinds of Chinese delicacies and flavors where people get up and hold their meat
or fish or chicken in this common kettle of water, cooking all the ingredients and turning in the
end into a wonderful soup. The dish had a way of relaxing people and getting them together in
an informal way. There was plenty of wine, plenty of maotai, and plenty of frank conversation.101



I made the point for example that we got attacked an awful lot at these international conferences
when we really went there to help. I liked the tone of the meeting. Qiao’s wife was charming.102
She told Bar she had been to the States five times—UN. She had almost a western-style hairdo
and was very very pretty. Qiao kidded Bar, telling her not to laugh at me during my Chinese
lessons. And once he referred to her as Barbara during his toast. I thanked him as effusively as I
could at the end of the meeting and he told me we would want to have a nice banquet for you
anyway, but I wanted to especially repay you for your hospitality to me at your mother’s home,
referring to the time when he and Huang Hua came out to mother’s in Greenwich that informal
Sunday.103 It is wonderful how he remembers. The entrance to the guest house when we drove
in was a real contrast to some of the rest of Peking. Beautiful, well kept, plenty of greenery. It was
apparently the old Austria-Hungary legation where we had the dinner.The next day Holdridge,
Anderson, Brunson and I went to call on Deng Xiaoping.104 He was a very short man. We went
to the Great Hall of the People and met in a room where Zhou Enlai apparently meets a lot of the
people. As we walked in we were ushered over in the middle of the room for a picture. Holdridge
and I were flanking the very short Deng. We then moved on into the reception room where we
had a long good discussion with the Vice Premier. It lasted about an hour and a half. He gave us
a lot of interesting agricultural statistics. We talked about world politics and a need for continued
relationship. I gave him my thesis that there must be visible manifestations of progress for our
China policy so it will avoid some of the hyper-microscopic analyses that we are getting on other
policies in the States.105 He touched briefly on Taiwan but I let it go by until our late November
meeting. Deng seemed very much in control, clicking off minute agricultural population statistics,
concerned about India, thought we hadn’t done enough at the time of the India-Pakistan war. I
was too polite to ask them what they had done. Nancy Tang did the interpreting. Qiao Guanhua
sitting to the left of Deng and Wang Hairong down from there. She is a very quiet little girl and it
is believed she is put into this high position so she can be around all functions by Chairman Mao.
She lacks the outgoing appeal of either Nancy Tang or Mrs. Qiao Guanhua. As we left, Deng left
the door open for future visits though he indicated I would be seeing “others.”1061Bush began
the diary on October 21, 1974, recounting in his first entry the events of the previous week. This
would be a common practice. While Bush most often began his entries with the date of the
recording, he often recorded the events that had transpired since his previous entry. This first
diary entry was made while en route to Shanghai, Bush’s first stop in China.2James Hodgson,
U.S. ambassador to Japan from 1974 to 1977, had served as secretary of labor between 1970
and 1973. An advocate within the Nixon administration for stricter standards for workplace safety
—an interest he had developed while in the aircraft industry—Hodgson later lectured and wrote
extensively on the topic of Japanese-American business relations.3Robert Ingersoll, deputy
secretary of state during Bush’s time in Beijing, U.S. ambassador to Japan in 1972, and
subsequently assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs.4Jaworski headed
the special prosecutor’s office for the investigation into Watergate that ultimately led to Richard
Nixon’s resignation. The investigation remained under way as Bush traveled to his post in



Beijing.5Richard Ben Venisti, chief of the Watergate Task Force of the Watergate special
prosecutor’s office, subsequently worked on several high-profile issues in Washington, including
serving on the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks upon the United States (more
commonly referred to as the 9/11 Commission). James Neal was lead trial counsel for the
Watergate hearings.6Nixon’s private recordings of personal conversations became central to the
Watergate investigation and to his ultimate downfall.7Richard Moore was a speechwriter and
presidential aide in the Nixon White House. Robert Mardian was political coordinator of the
Committee to Re-Elect the President. Mardian was convicted for his role in the Watergate cover-
up, a ruling that was later overturned on appeal—the only such reversal of any Watergate
conviction.Bush formally responded to Jaworski’s inquiry during his first week in China, though
he did not record the event in this diary. On October 22, he confirmed his side of these events in
a letter to Jaworski that read, in part, “I have now checked and I am absolutely certain that I
never had any such conversation with Mardian. Indeed, I do not believe I ever saw Mardian or
talked to him at any time in 1973 or 1974 for that matter.”8As described in the interpretive essay
that follows the diary text, Bush served as chairman of the Republican National Committee
(RNC) from 1973 to 1974, immediately preceding his posting to Beijing, and following service as
United States ambassador to the United Nations from 1971 to 1973.9Anna Chennault, spouse
of the famed World War II aviator Claire Chennault, chaired the National Republican Heritage
Council during Bush’s time in Beijing and was active in national party circles, including service
as a committeewoman for the Washington, D.C., Republican Party. Ever eager to influence the
course of Sino-American relations, Chennault criticized Washington’s failure to secure Taiwan’s
United Nations seat in 1973, implicitly criticizing Bush in the process. Following the Tiananmen
crisis a generation later, she met with various Chinese officials while conveying what she termed
a “message to Beijing’s leaders from President Bush” calling for the reestablishment of positive
diplomatic relations. Public scrutiny forced Bush to deny that he had ever asked her to deliver
such a message, however, and the incident led to Chennault’s ultimate refusal to back Bush’s
reelection bid in 1992.10Bush left China in 1975 when Ford offered him the directorship of the
CIA. The agency endured tremendous political pressure and public scrutiny during this period as
previously secret operations—especially in Latin America and Southeast Asia—came to light
through leaks and investigative reporting. Congressional involvement came to a head following
investigations by a Senate committee headed by Idaho’s Frank Church, which led to significant
reforms of the agency and limitations on its operations.11David K. E. Bruce preceded Bush as
head of the U.S. Liaison Office (USLO) in Beijing. A long-serving American diplomat with a well-
deserved reputation for managing sensitive international relationships, the aristocratic Bruce
served every Cold War president from Truman to Ford and honed his skills as ambassador to
the three vital European capitals of London, Paris, and Bonn. He remains the only American
diplomat so honored. More comfortable (and ultimately more able) as an implementer of policies
than as a Washington policymaker in his own right, he was Nixon’s initial appointee to China,
arriving in March 1973. Bruce had been heading the American delegation to the Paris peace



talks, intended to end the Vietnam War. Nixon and Kissinger toyed with the idea of sending
either Nelson Rockefeller or Alexander Haig to Beijing, but in April 1971 the President ultimately
concluded that Bruce was simply “the best qualified man.” Bush’s name came up during this
1971 discussion of possible candidates to open the USLO, but Kissinger quickly dismissed the
idea by brusquely telling the president, “Absolutely not, he [Bush] is too soft and not
sophisticated enough.”12Fitzgerald would continue as Bush’s private secretary during his CIA
years and would serve as deputy chief of protocol for the State Department during his
presidency.13Bush eventually rejected the Agriculture Department’s initial choice of an attaché
in Beijing, Harold Champeau, possibly because of his links to the CIA. See Bush’s entry and my
footnote for June 5, 1975.14Kissinger was next scheduled to visit China in the fall of 1974,
though the dates for his visit remained in flux until after Bush’s arrival. Kissinger eventually
landed in Beijing during the last week of November, traveling directly from Ford’s summit
meeting in Vladivostok with the Soviet Union’s Leonid Brezhnev. Bush described Kissinger’s
China visit in his late November entries.15Not everyone in Kissinger’s State Department shared
Bush’s enthusiasm for such trips. As USLO head, Bush had the power (based on prior informal
agreements with the Chinese) to offer personal invitations to Americans. These visitors would
subsequently be granted the sorts of business and tourist visas typically difficult to pry out of
inflexible Chinese officials, who, in the early 1970s, were still eager to limit foreign access to their
society. Such invitations from Bush were therefore prized. Indeed, in a 2005 interview Bush
recalled that “the president of Coca-Cola” was “dying to do business in China, [but] he could not
get a visa to come talk to the Chinese about selling cola in China. But he’s a friend of mine, or
even if he wasn’t, if I invited him they had a rule that they would get a visa . . . and be able to
come. So we had the Coca-Cola [chairman], we had the Pepsi-Cola [chairman], we had Dillon
Ripley from the Smithsonian, we had all these people that were dying to get a musk ox or sell a
Coke.”State Department officials in Washington recognized at once that Bush’s natural
enthusiasm as a host, and his desire in 1974 to further develop his political war chest through
distribution of such valued invitations, might limit their own ability to control high-level access to
China. There would be a risk of international incidents when Americans without diplomatic
experience (or, put less gently, without a desire to curtail their opinions on Sino-American
relations) came into contact with ranking Chinese policymakers. Weeks before Bush’s departure
for Beijing, in fact, the State Department’s Arthur Hummel cautioned Kissinger that “Bush has
already started arrangements to request visas on ‘a personal basis’ for two Congressmen and
their wives to visit Peking this winter. . . . [W]e have so far strictly followed a policy of not
promoting any Congressional visits (except those officially arranged); Bush is creating a problem
for himself, and for us, that will involve which Congressmen to support in the future.” No record
exists of Kissinger’s response, or of his instructions to Bush on the matter, which (if there were
any) were most likely delivered orally before the latter’s departure. As Hummel concluded, “Bush
has grasped very well the low key nature of his job. . . . However, on this issue he appears
determined to retain his ‘personal’ flexibility.” Tension between Bush’s desire to host friends and



political contacts in Beijing, and the State Department’s desire to control access to China during
this tense period in Sino-American relations, would be a continual theme throughout Bush’s
tenure in Beijing, and thus a constant refrain of the diary.16One of the most seasoned diplomats
of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Huang Hua became China’s first ambassador to
Canada in 1971. Three months later he moved to New York as Beijing’s first official ambassador
to the United Nations. In 1976 Huang rose to the position of foreign minister, a position in which
he remained until November 1982. He survived the Cultural Revolution as ambassador to Egypt
—after all other Chinese ambassadors were recalled, many never to return abroad again—
because Zhou Enlai believed “we have to have at least one pawn abroad.” A favorite of Zhou’s,
Huang also had the honor of introducing Kissinger to Beijing’s Forbidden City during the latter’s
initial secret visit to China in 1971.A veteran of the Long March, General Huang Zhen headed
China’s liaison office in Washington from 1972 to 1977, and he was in a sense Bush’s direct
counterpart in the United States. Arguably his nation’s most distinguished overseas diplomat, he
had previously been ambassador to Hungary, Indonesia, and France. While stationed in Paris
prior to his move to the United States, Huang served as a crucial conduit for information during
Nixon and Kissinger’s first tentative overtures to Beijing. When Nixon and Kissinger first decided
on David Bruce as the first USLO head in Beijing in 1973, Chinese officials warmed to the idea
that the Americans were sending their most eminent ambassador, and, in their view, they
responded in kind.Potter Stewart served as an associate justice of the United States Supreme
Court from 1958 until 1981. (His seat was later filled by Sandra Day O’Connor, the court’s first
female justice.) He and his wife Mary Ann were particularly close to the Bushes; the families had
been neighbors on the same Washington, D.C., street since the late 1960s.17Nicholas Platt was
a career foreign service officer and China expert who helped open the USLO in 1973 under
Ambassador Bruce. He was later posted as Washington’s ambassador to Zambia, the
Philippines, and Pakistan. Platt helped brief Bush during his stopover in Japan, and he later
recalled being the first to suggest that Bush travel Beijing by bicycle as a way to meet Chinese
citizens. A memo he wrote during the USLO’s early days advocating bicycles as the best means
of negotiating Beijing’s streets—and of encountering daily life while doing so—can be found in
Priscilla Roberts’s edition of David Bruce’s diary while in China, Roberts, pp. 97–98: “The best
way for a foreigner to move around and see things is on two wheels, which carry him fast enough
to avoid collecting a crowd, and slow enough to observe life and chat with other bikers, all of
whom wobble along at roughly the same pace.” Tragically, Platt was forced to leave China when
a car he was driving accidentally struck and killed a young Chinese cyclist.18Bush’s use of the
term “ambassador” here is worth considering. Clearly this was how he interpreted his new role.
Yet, as mentioned in the introduction, he was not technically Washington’s ambassador to
China, as the two countries had yet to establish formal diplomatic relations (a process not
completed until 1979). Bush was instead head of the United States Liaison Office in Beijing. He
still carried the title of ambassador from his days at the United Nations, of course, but the larger
point is that—in Bush’s own mind, and in the minds of the American diplomats who worked with



him—he was for all practical purposes their ambassador on the spot. There was therefore an
inherent tension in Bush’s position in Beijing: he was the representative of the world’s most
powerful nation, yet technically he ranked below the official representative of even the smallest
state that enjoyed formal relations with the PRC. As we shall see throughout the text, however,
both the Chinese and the Americans conveniently exploited both sides of this tension when
doing so suited their own purposes.19According to the Bushes’ youngest child, Dorothy, C.
Fred, the Bush family cocker spaniel, arrived in China with his own important baggage:
seventeen cases of American dog food.20Japan and the PRC had only recently agreed to
implement direct air service, officially signing the accord in April 1974. Japanese officials had
wanted to establish such links years before, but they had always bowed to American pressure to
keep Beijing as isolated economically as it was politically. Once Nixon opened informal relations
with the Chinese—and after Beijing purchased its first American-built jet airliners months later—
there remained little reason for such containment measures.21Associated Press special
correspondent John Roderick reported for the news service for thirty-nine years, mainly from
Asia. Zhou Enlai and Mao Zedong were, of course, the premier and chairman of the Chinese
Communist Party, respectively. Zhou impressed leaders throughout the world, including those
who gave praise grudgingly. Kissinger would describe him as “one of the two or three most
impressive men I have ever met,” while United Nations Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold
thought Zhou possessed “the most superior brain I have so far met in the field of foreign policy.”
By the time Bush arrived in China, Zhou was already stricken with the cancer that would take his
life in 1976. A list of biographies of both men is included in the bibliographic essay.Kamakura is a
distant seaside Tokyo suburb.22Joy Dow managed the club during this period.23A veteran
British war correspondent who began reporting during the German invasion of Poland in 1939,
Clare Hollingsworth worked for London’s Daily Telegraph and the International Herald Tribune,
focusing on the Middle East before moving to Asia to cover the Vietnam War during the 1960s. In
1972 she opened the Daily Telegraph’s first bureau in Beijing since 1949. She became a
particular favorite of Ambassador Bruce during his time in China, though Bush would find her
less entertaining and less helpful. See Bush’s entry and my footnote for May 4, 1975.24
Standard-bearer of the Republican Party’s liberal wing during the 1960s and New York’s
governor beginning in 1968, Nelson Rockefeller became vice president in December 1974. As
RNC head, Bush was considered his chief rival for the position, the two men representing
competing visions for the party’s future. As described in the concluding essay, Bush actively
lobbied President Ford for the nomination. When the president chose Rockefeller, China
became Bush’s consolation prize. It was perhaps natural for Bush to have believed that
Kissinger played a role in Rockefeller’s selection, as Rockefeller had long been one of
Kissinger’s most generous patrons, dating to the latter’s days as a promising though relatively
obscure Harvard professor. While Kissinger undoubtedly approved of Rockefeller’s selection,
little evidence exists suggesting that his opinion was either decisive or particularly influential.
Histories of the Ford administration are described in the bibliographic essay.Qiao Guanhua,



China’s vice minister of foreign affairs when Bush first arrived in Beijing, became foreign minister
less than a month later. A trusted Zhou protégé, like his mentor Qiao had studied and lived
abroad before the Cultural Revolution, earning a doctorate in philosophy while in Germany.
Having participated in the difficult diplomatic negotiations that eventually produced an armistice
in Korea in 1953, Qiao later headed the arguably far trickier negotiations with the Soviet Union in
1969, which were designed to settle tensions following the outbreak of hostilities along their
mutual border. Bruce had found Qiao to be as engaging as Bush would, referring to him in his
diary as “my favorite” and as “an extraordinarily companionable, sophisticated, gifted man.” He
was purged from power in 1976, largely because of his loose connection to the discredited
“Gang of Four.”25“Picture”is italicized in the original transcript. As this notation may suggest a
vocal intonation familiar to his transcriber, I have decided to retain it. The “other” is Bush
himself.26Zhu Qiusheng was deputy director (and acting director) of the Protocol Office of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He was later China’s consul general in Houston when Bush was
president. Lin Ping, who had previously served as China’s ambassador to Australia, directed the
Americas and Oceanic Division of the Foreign Ministry, and thus was a principal contact for both
Bruce and Bush. Bruce chafed at having to participate in meetings with someone he considered
beneath his diplomatic station. Having “visualized an ongoing dialogue with Zhou Enlai,”
American diplomat Don Anderson later recorded, Bruce “lost interest early on . . . [in] being
called in by. . . . about the equivalent of an assistant secretary, and at that time not a very
pleasant fellow.” Bush also found Lin exasperating at times, noting near the conclusion of the
diary—following a weeklong trip to China’s Northeast for which Lin had been Bush’s primary host
—that he “saw Lin Ping at the Peru reception—almost as if our trip had not taken place.” See
Bush’s entry for July 29, 1975.27John Holdridge served as deputy chief of mission for the USLO
from its opening in 1973 until his appointment as U.S. ambassador to Singapore in 1975. He
subsequently served as assistant secretary for East Asian and Pacific affairs in 1981 and as
ambassador to Indonesia in 1982. A well-regarded Chinese linguist and West Point graduate
who first visited Beijing in 1937, he had been Kissinger’s senior assistant for Asian affairs on the
National Security Council staff. He traveled with Kissinger during his first visit to China in 1971
and then advised Nixon during his own historic first visit a year later. His memoirs, Crossing the
Divide: An Insider’s Account of the Normalization of U.S.-Chinese Relations, are particularly
insightful on the personal interactions of Sino-American rapprochement.Brunson McKinley’s
career as a foreign service officer included time in Vietnam, London, Beijing, and Berlin, and he
would later become U.S. ambassador to Haiti (1983–86), before serving as the State
Department’s humanitarian coordinator for Bosnia. He subsequently headed the International
Organization for Migration in Geneva.28Bush told reporters gathered to record his arrival in
Beijing that “there will be a continuation of the quest for normalization, and I know this from
talking to President Ford.”29Members of Bush’s house staff, and a prime example of the
Anglicization of proper names that occurred when Bush, a non–Chinese speaker, dictated his
diary for later transcription by other non–Chinese speakers. A picture of the USLO’s Chinese



and American staff is included in the photograph section.30In 1974 Patricia Holdridge, John and
Martha Holdridge’s daughter, taught the four American children of USLO personnel in their
apartment, as these American children were unable, for political and logistical reasons, to enroll
in any of the local schools. See Bush’s entry for November 12, 1974.31Trained in Asian studies
at Cornell University, Martha Holdridge informally hosted China’s initial skeleton staff for the
PRC’s Liaison Office in Washington during the spring of 1973, in return for which the Chinese
rewarded her with the first official visa issued to an American from their office.32New Zealand’s
first ambassador to China, Harland served in Beijing from 1973 to 1975, before reprising the
experience as his country’s first ambassador to Vietnam. He was subsequently posted to New
York as New Zealand’s United Nations representative and to London as his country’s high
commissioner.33Harland would become one of Bush’s closest colleagues in Beijing, but, at
least according to British sources, he was not among Bush’s confidants. Bush preferred to share
sensitive information with London’s ambassador, Sir Edward Youde (introduced in Bush’s entry
for October 25, 1974). Youde frequently passed such information—as Bush would have expected
—back to London under the heading “UK Eyes Only” in order to ensure Bush’s confidentiality. “It
is also clear that he [Bush] is very selective about what he says to whom,” Youde reported in
December 1974. “As you would expect the New Zealanders are not among his confidants: Bryce
Harland complained . . . that all he got out of Bush was ‘blanket and flannel.’”34Poul Hartling was
prime minister of Denmark from 1973 to 1975. Mao was frequently in ill health throughout the
1970s and as a consequence did not spend much time in Beijing. Discussion of his health and
his whereabouts—in essence, speculation on the real center of power within China’s government
—was a perennial pastime among Beijing’s diplomatic corps.35Previously director of Asian
affairs for France’s Foreign Ministry—and with a solid reputation in Washington despite his
public sympathies for North Vietnam —Étienne Manac’h arrived in Beijing in 1969. He
subsequently authored Mémoires d’Extrême Asie (1977), detailing his time in China, including
his interactions with Bruce and Bush.36Charles de Gaulle, leader of the Free French forces
during World War II, served as president of France from 1958 to 1969.37Georges Jean
Raymond Pompidou was president of France from 1969 to 1974.38James Lilley, one of
Washington’s most renowned China experts, moved from the CIA to the State Department
following his time in China, after his cover was blown by a published newspaper report. Born in
China in 1928 (his father worked for Standard Oil in the country), Lilley subsequently held the
unique distinction of serving as ambassador to both the Republic of China (Taiwan) and the
PRC. For Lilley’s experience in his own words, see James Lilley and Jeffrey Lilley, China Hands:
Nine Decades of Adventure, Espionage, and Diplomacy in Asia (New York: Public Affairs, 2004),
especially pp. 192–96 for his recollections of service during Bush’s time at the
USLO.39Educated at Oxford, Richard Akwei was chargé d’affaires of the Ghanaian embassy in
Washington during the early 1960s. He served as his country’s permanent representative to the
United Nations before arriving in Beijing and later chaired the United Nations International Civil
Service Commission.40Though he conducted the meeting himself in English, Zhu Chuanxian



was joined at this meeting by those Bush termed “protocol department functionaries Tang
Longpin and Cheng Haogeng.”41With a doctorate in Chinese studies, Stephen Fitzgerald was
appointed Australia’s first ambassador to the PRC in January 1973, just weeks after formal
relations between the two countries commenced.42Australia’s prime minister from 1972 to
1975, Edward Gough Whitlam simultaneously served as foreign minister during his first year in
office. It was Whitlam who withdrew the final Australian troops from Vietnam.43The Sino-Indian
border remained one of the world’s geopolitical hotspots in the mid-1970s, having erupted in
violence in 1962. The conflict helped reorder the region’s strategic makeup, bringing New Delhi
closer to the Western fold and striking a severe blow to Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s
foreign policy of neutrality within the Cold War.44Norodom Sihanouk ruled Cambodia under a
variety of titles from 1941 until he was deposed by Lon Nol in 1970 during a trip to Moscow. He
eventually found sanctuary in China, whose leaders had long been his sponsor, and he
remained in Beijing throughout Bush’s tenure there. His ouster contributed to Cambodia’s
subsequent decline into chaos, which included military involvement by the United States and
North Vietnam, and the ultimate rise to power of Pol Pot and his Khmer Rouge. Indeed
Sihanouk’s constant political maneuverings, which intersected both Cold War power politics and
the growing humanitarian crisis of his homeland, would present Washington, and Bush in
particular, with the thorniest of political problems over the months to come. He would be a
constant topic in Bush’s diary. Histories of the American involvement in Cambodia’s traumas
during the 1970s are described in the bibliographic essay.45Ambassador Bruce left China
convinced that the country would soon come to dominate world oil markets. “If they pursue their
current policies they are going to be rich long before anyone expected them to be,” he told the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee upon his return from Beijing.46Ownership of dogs and
cats as pets was effectively banned by Chinese authorities during the still-ongoing Cultural
Revolution, as a symbol of middle-class values.47Bush’s diary entry for October 25 appeared in
the original transcript preceding that for October 22. This appears to have been a filing error, and
not the order of Bush’s original dictation. For the sake of continuity it has been returned to
chronological order.48Sir Edward Youde later received greater fame as Hong Kong’s governor
during the final negotiations over the colony’s return to formal Chinese control.49The British
consulate was burned by zealots of the Cultural Revolution in August 1967 during a period of
particular violence and national upheaval. Inspired by Mao’s declaration that “everyone should
be prepared to take up bayonets,” revolutionary elements additionally focused on the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and its old-guard leader, Chen Yi, urging instead the appointment of more
militant “red revolutionary fighters.” Foreign diplomatic missions came under assault as well, a
phase highlighted by the destruction of London’s chancery at the hands of an angry mob. In this
sense, both foreigners and Chinese associated with the outside world, and with China’s
inglorious past association with Western diplomacy and imperialism, were simultaneously
targeted for attack. As the final entries to his diary would show, Bush was particularly moved and
influenced by Anthony Grey’s Hostage in Peking, which describes in detail the sacking of the



British Consulate (pp. 121–32) See chapter 8 and the bibliographic essay for a discussion of
recent works on the Cultural Revolution.50For an additional discussion of China’s foreign policy
bureaucracy, see the source provided in the endnotes.51Zhou was receptive to Bush’s overture,
though he noted that his small staff imposed a structural limit on the size of any foreign
journalistic presence. According to the American version of the meeting delivered to
Washington, Zhou admitted that “the information department is seriously overworked” and that
“the department’s offices are [often] completely empty with all of their people on the road
escorting groups of journalists.” Clearly, unbridled access to the Chinese countryside for foreign
reporters was not yet in the cards.52A genuine turning point in Sino-American relations, the
Shanghai Communiqué was signed by Nixon and Zhou Enlai on February 28, 1972, at the end
of the president’s weeklong visit to China. It stressed mutual coexistence and the search for a
peaceful resolution to the Taiwan controversy; signaled a start to expanded trade and
communications between the two nations; and, perhaps most important, pledged each country
to work against any country that would “seek hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region.” This was a
none-too-subtle reference to the Soviet Union, and thus the communiqué offered at once a
visible new start to Sino-American relations and also a public success for Nixon and Kissinger’s
policy of geopolitical triangulation as a means of thwarting Soviet advances. Mao subsequently
quipped to Kissinger that, having established “friendship,” the two nations were now pledged to
“work together to commonly deal with the bastard [the Soviet Union].” Historian Nancy Bernkopf
Tucker noted that, after Nixon went to China and signed the communiqué, informally at least,
“the United States had more communists on its side than did the Soviet Union,” though she has
recently argued that Kissinger’s private discussions with the Chinese severely undermined
Washington’s public commitment to Taiwan.53Don Anderson’s foreign service career as a China
specialist and interpreter included not only service in Beijing under Bruce and Bush but also
time as the American interpreter for the informal talks between the PRC and the United States
held in Warsaw during the late 1960s and early 1970s. He was the point man for the secret
discussions between Chinese and American officials that were held in Paris before Kissinger’s
first historic trip to China. He became head of the USLO’s political section in 1974 upon Nicholas
Platt’s departure. He was subsequently appointed Washington’s consul general in Hong
Kong.54The “linguists” to whom Bush refers were scholars visiting China through the Committee
on Scholarly Communication, dedicated to promoting Sino-American cultural and educational
ties as a subgroup of the American Council on Learned Societies. Though Bush does not
mention it in his diary, their impending October visit sparked a minor incident for the USLO
when, during the first week of October, Chinese officials summarily rescinded a visa for one
member who had been with the Office of Strategic Services (the OSS, a wartime precursor to
the CIA) during World War II, including service in China. The matter was eventually cleared up,
and the group proceeded with their visit unimpeded. Yet, as Robert Ingersoll warned the USLO,
from Washington’s perspective Chinese interference in such a high-level cultural exchange
designed to promote normalization “will inevitably spark speculation among the press and other



observers” that relations were headed for a rocky course. Though allowed to proceed with their
trip, the group was subsequently confronted by Chinese customs inspectors, who claimed to
have found currency from the Republic of China in their bags—a claim the linguists fully
rejected, believing the money had been planted in order to embarrass them.The International
Visitors Council, based in Philadelphia, is a citizen diplomacy group, funded in part by the State
Department, that is tasked with “promot[ing] mutual understanding among nations and
prevent[ing] wars by bringing people ‘face to face’ and creating a dialogue.” This was their first
trip to mainland China.Philadelphia’s Main Line area, so named for its development of one of the
nation’s first commuter rail lines, has historically been home to some of the city’s most prominent
families.55Austria and China first established official diplomatic relations in May 1971, and
Franz Helmut Leitner served as his country’s second ambassador to Beijing from 1973 to
1974.56“The service was held in Chinese,” Barbara Bush later recalled, “but we all had our own
Bibles and could for the most part follow the service.”57As the official clearinghouse for staff
employed by foreign diplomats, the DSB collected a set fee for services provided to embassies
and consulates, a fraction of which went to the employee. As Bruce noted in his own diary, the
idea of a Maoist bureaucracy skimming off the top of its employees’ wages was “a tantalizing
mystery it is preferable not to fathom.”58Xu Huang was the director of the DSB. He later became
the Chinese ambassador to Laos.59Xu was not entirely encouraging of this request, noting that
“the Liaison Office has very little room for expansion.” Bush in time would argue to Kissinger that
expansion of the USLO’s physical layout would, if nothing else, prove a tangible sign of positive
Sino-American relations, even if agreement on matters of trade or geopolitics proved trickier to
achieve.60Bush refers here to the International Club, a facility operated by the DSB for the
benefit of Beijing’s international community. The hub of the diplomatic community’s social life, it
would prove one of Bush’s most frequent destinations during his time in China—not least
because it offered the most easily accessible tennis courts.61China’s news services clearly left
an impression on Bush. When queried on the utility of public rhetoric (and of Ronald Reagan’s
use of the term “evil empire” to describe the Soviet Union) while vice president, Bush told one
reporter that, while in China, “every day he heard the ‘red news and the blue news,’ the former
filled with bombast, the latter with fact. When he asked about the contrast, the Chinese referred
to ‘empty cannons of rhetoric.’ There’s a parallel, he suggested. ‘I don’t think rhetoric has any
influence on what states do. They act out of self-interest.’”62Bush refers here to the date of the
news article, not to the date of the diary entry. The image of him reading the piece while dictating
his entry for the evening should remain with the reader, because it further suggests that Bush’s
journal was no spontaneous affair, but instead frequently the product of forethought. At the least,
he often had the presence of mind to bring articles or news snippets that had caught his
attention with him when making his diary entries—reminders perhaps of the issues he most
wanted to discuss and record for later consideration.63His fate and history still shrouded in
controversy, Lin Biao became China’s defense minister in 1959, and by 1969 he was Mao’s
designated successor. In September 1971, after allegedly plotting a coup, he perished in a



plane crash while en route to the Soviet Union. The circumstances surrounding these events
remain unclear. It is particularly uncertain what role Lin might have played in any growing
opposition to the zealotry of the Cultural Revolution. What is clear is that opposition was indeed
afoot—and that it was subsequently harshly repressed by the authorities. Lin himself became a
public scapegoat for all of the regime’s failings.Confucius, the famed Chinese philosopher of the
fifth century B.C.E., came under attack during the Cultural Revolution as well, his works
repudiated in a campaign that mixed criticism of them with condemnation of Lin Biao, termed Pi-
Lin Pi-Kong (“Criticize Lin [Biao], Criticize Confucius”).64John Nassikas chaired the Federal
Power Commission from 1969 to 1975. Canadian-born John Kenneth Jamieson was the
chairman and chief executive officer of Exxon Corporation from 1969 to 1975.65Supported by a
grant from IBM, the “Exhibition of Archaeological Finds of the People’s Republic of China”
offered the first major exhibit of Chinese art and artifacts outside the country since World War II.
Previously displayed in Paris, London, and Toronto, the exhibit received its first American
showing in late 1974 in the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. Kansas City and San
Francisco subsequently hosted it before its return to China. It was at the time the largest single
exhibit to have been housed in the National Gallery, its 385 objects viewed by over 680,000
visitors. More than 800,000 viewed the exhibit in San Francisco over an eight-week period.
Longtime foreign policy pundit Joseph Alsop, no fan of Beijing, offered a lengthy artistic and
political critique in the Washington Post. “Even in times of direst trouble,” Alsop posited, “the
Chinese have never ceased to be richly creative.” As later entries demonstrate, Bush became
increasingly uncomfortable with stipulations the Chinese imposed on the exhibit, including
restrictions on media access.66Yu Zhan had also previously negotiated with Soviet officials over
their military installations along the countries’ disputed border.67The Brooklyn-born Wensheng
“Nancy” Tang served as one of Mao’s primary translators for most high-level discussions held
with American officials, including those with Nixon. Her father had been working in New York as
editor of a Communist newspaper, the Overseas Chinese Daily, at the time of her birth, a fact
Kissinger could not easily ignore during his first trip to Beijing in 1971. She could become
president of the United States, he informed Tang—something his own foreign birth precluded.
Either’s appeal to voters, of course, was another matter.68Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev led the Soviet
Union, in various official capacities, from 1964 until his death in 1982. Sino-Soviet divisions
constituted one of the crucial geopolitical issues of the age, and they catalyzed Nixon’s and
Kissinger’s overtures to Beijing as a means of countering Soviet strength. The literature on this
topic is covered in detail in the bibliographic essay.69Also present were Wang Yanqui,
introduced to Bush as the director of the State Administrative Bureau of Museum and
Archaeological Finds Data.70Vice Minister Yu later cautioned Bush, in words he immediately
passed to Washington, “‘The Soviets are not as honest or as frank as you’ (my Chinese advisers
tell me the word . . . might better be translated as ‘naive’). ‘If the Soviets seek détente it is sure to
be at our expense and at yours as well.’”71Vice Minister Yu noted that increasing influence in
India “is the Russian policy, and has been ever since the days of the Czars. . . . [Yet] the warmth



which the Indians feel for the Soviets has been on the decline recently.” In his view, “it is therefore
an opportune time for Dr. Kissinger to visit India.”72John Burns wrote for Toronto’s Globe and
Mail in China from 1971 to 1975, before leaving Beijing for a position with the New York Times.
He returned to Beijing as the paper’s bureau chief in 1985 and went on to win two Pulitzer Prizes.
Chinese officials accused him of espionage the following year and expelled him from the
country.It is unclear who “Urin Olifinish” refers to, but the most likely candidate is Göran
Leijonhufvud, a Swedish reporter for the Finnish daily newspaper Helsingin Sanomat, who
reported from China throughout the 1970s. Leijonhufvud wrote an influential study of Mao in
1975, and then in 1990 published Going against the Tide: On Dissent and Big-Character
Posters in China (London: Curzon Press, 1990).73Chinese leaders consistently told Bush, and
other American diplomats, that they did not consider Watergate important (and, implicitly, that
they did not believe it warranted Nixon’s removal from power). During a meeting during this last
week of October 1974, for example, Nancy Tang told Bush that “we are not repeat not interested
in Watergate, we never were, and we have specifically told you so.”74Because China and the
United States did not enjoy official diplomatic relations during this period—a formality given the
USLO’s presence in Beijing, though an important one where issues of protocol were concerned
—officials in Washington initially did not allow Bruce to attend the festivities various embassies
hosted on their respective days of national celebration (such as July 4 for the Americans or July
14 for the French). As John Holdridge quipped, on an official pecking order in Beijing, at least
when protocol was rigidly enforced, “we ranked just below the PLO [Palestine Liberation
Organization] contingent.” Bruce, as well versed in protocol and high-society norms as any
American official, took his official status to heart and used his office’s lack of formal diplomatic
status as a rationale for keeping the low profile he considered best for this embryonic American
presence in China.From his first moments in China, on the other hand, Bush lobbied hard to
have this ruling overturned, believing that a higher profile might help improve Sino-American
relations. He also anticipated that his appearance at national celebrations would not only prove a
warm gesture to each host country but also provide unparalleled opportunities to mingle with
Chinese diplomats who, for reasons of protocol, might not otherwise be willing or able to meet a
representative without official ambassadorial status. As he explained to Congressman (and
House Minority Leader) John Rhodes in a private letter from late November 1974, his
“frustrations stem from a wholesale lack of information and the difficulty of engaging the Chinese
in day-to-day substantive talks.” Bush later recounted that, while not ideal, his visits to these
national day celebrations could prove useful. “You’d get to see what they called a responsible
person who was going to be the top guy representing China at the Hungarian National Day or
whatever it was, and you’d get to say a few words with him, and sidle up to him.”While Bush later
claimed to have “lobbied” and “consulted” with the State Department over this issue, the
documentary record reveals he was much more unilateral in his decisionmaking. In Beijing less
than forty-eight hours, Bush cabled the State Department that “after full discussion with a
unanimously concurring top USLO staff, I have decided we should attend National Day



diplomatic functions here.” Doing so would increase the opportunity to meet diplomats from third-
world countries in particular, he argued, and “there seems no longer to be any compelling
reason not to do this, except the damage to our collective livers.” He knew the decision went
against precedent, but “I wanted to advise the department of my decision.” Though Bush
recorded in his diary approval from the State Department for his plan, the documentary record
again suggests a more complicated dynamic. Whatever Foggy Bottom’s initial response,
Kissinger subsequently disagreed with Bush’s plan to attend national day celebrations—and in
fact most other diplomatic events. He cabled Bush in early November: “In light of your unique
status in Peking, I believe you should not ask to attend any diplomatic functions. Instead, you
should adhere to the procedure followed by David Bruce until I have a chance to discuss it with
you.” It appears Bush simply ignored this request, and indeed no record exists of the two men
discussing the matter during the secretary’s late November trip to Beijing. Bush and the USLO
contingent continued to attend such celebrations as though Bush were in fact a recognized
ambassador. Indeed, on November 11 he reminded Kissinger that “the facts are that we have
about as much access to Chinese officials as any other non-socialist country and in some cases
more. Our high level delegations have been given first rate treatment and access, and our
cultural exchanges, with few exceptions, have proceeded very smoothly.” In sum, Bush believed
these personal contacts mattered, especially in an era when visible signs of progress in Sino-
American relations were sometimes lacking. Believing that the perception of status and progress
mattered as much as actual status and progress themselves, he simply determined to act as
though he and his mission belonged, regardless of Kissinger’s and the State Department’s
concerns.75The subject of the meeting was a contentious one: legal claims to property by
Americans of Chinese heritage or their descendants who had left the country before
1949.76Heishiro Ogawa left his position as president of Japan’s Foreign Policy Training Institute
to serve as his country’s ambassador to China from 1972, when the two nations established
formal diplomatic ties, until 1977. Before Ogawa’s arrival, Japanese interests in China were
represented by Kinkazu Saionji, who signed informal agreements between the two countries as
Tokyo’s “private ambassador.”77All efforts to identify “Taro Nakagowa” have proven fruitless, and
as of 2007 Bush himself had no recollection of this person.78Tang presumably performed
translating duties for the meeting with Qiao Guanhua, not for C. Fred’s bath.79Wang Hairong,
though frequently identified as Mao’s niece, was in fact his mother’s great grandniece. The head
of Beijing’s Protocol Department during Kissinger’s and Nixon’s initial visits to China, by the time
Bush arrived she had been promoted to vice minister of foreign affairs. Bush would track her
influence within China’s government closely. See, for example, his entry of August 16,
1975.80Bush made his business career, and his personal fortune, in the oil industry. Starting first
in the oil fields of Midland and Odessa, Texas, he eventually moved his operations off shore,
establishing in the mid-1950s the Zapata Off-Shore Company, based in Houston.81During this
meeting Bush also expressed surprise that developing nations, in Africa in particular, had not
pressured the oil-producing nations to reduce costs, lest their development suffer. He “wondered



if the third world might not eventually split into the third and fourth worlds since there were such
great differences in their interests.”82Li Qiang had been China’s vice minister of foreign trade
since 1952, during which time he had simultaneously served as a counselor in Beijing’s
embassy in Moscow from 1952 to 1955. He was minister of foreign trade from 1973 to
1981.83“Li was cordial and relaxed,” Bush cabled Washington, “but generally unsubstantive in
remarks.”84Bush’s post was scheduled for a routine review by a team headed by Ambassador
Edward G. Clark, a career foreign service officer who had served as Washington’s
representative in Mali and Senegal. The inspectors offered two major recommendations: that the
USLO undertake “specific measures to improve our knowledge of the Chinese economy” and
also investigate the impact of American investment in Taiwan, which “may appear to the PRC as
incompatible with normalization.”85Nixon suffered physically in the months after his resignation,
and he underwent a surgical procedure in late October 1974 to treat a blood clot in his leg.
Complications from the surgery demanded a two-week hospital stay, during which time he lost a
reported fifteen pounds, while suffering from the depression that plagued him throughout his
life.86It is unclear here if the “we” to which Bush refers is the United States or his family. Clearly
Bush would not personally have been in China had it not been for Nixon and, arguably, for the
president’s having precipitated the Watergate crisis, which demanded the reshuffling of roles
that ultimately saw Bush accept the USLO post. Given the positive tone of the entry, the former
interpretation appears more likely. While almost invariably loyal—arguably to a fault—Bush was
not always so positive in his consideration of Nixon. His diary entry recounting Nixon’s
resignation in 1974 pondered: “One couldn’t help but look at the family and the whole thing and
think of his accomplishments and then think of the shame and wonder what kind of man is this
really. No morality—kicking his friends in all those tapes— all of them. Gratuitous abuse. Caring
for no one and yet doing so much.”87Muhammad Ali regained his heavyweight title in an eight-
round decision in this, the famed “Rumble in the Jungle” held in Zaire.88Zhou was in fact the
vice president of the Chinese People’s Institute of Foreign Affairs. He later served as
ambassador to Australia and Yugoslavia. Bush refers here to Beijing’s invitation to “friendship”
groups from abroad, some of whose political leanings were far from Bush’s own. See, for
example, his entry for July 15, 1975.89Ye and Zhang were two additional members of the
USLO’s house staff.90Kasanda later served as Zambia’s official representative to the United
Nations.91See Bush’s entry and my footnote for March 10, 1975.92Dr. Mansour Khalid was
Sudan’s foreign minister from 1971 to 1975 and again from 1977 to 1979. He was also a
frequent participant in United Nations affairs, having worked sporadically for the organization
since the late 1950s.93Alvie was also a ranking member of Pakistan’s Foreign Ministry, having
been director general of the ministry and ambassador to the Netherlands, Czechoslovakia, and
Poland.94Pakistani-Chinese relations had warmed throughout the 1960s, especially following
the Sino-Indian border war of 1962. Beijing had supplied arms and ammunition to the Pakistanis
during the 1971 Indo-Pakistani war. Moreover, Pakistan was in some sense the initial doorway to
the wider world for the Beijing regime, before and during the Cultural Revolution, as it was



Pakistan that provided the first direct airline service between the PRC and a non-Communist
nation.95Shahi was Pakistan’s permanent representative to the United Nations during Bush’s
tenure in New York.96Edward G. Clark, head of the State Department’s inspection
team.97Though Zhou refused to engage the issue directly during this meeting, the USLO
reported home that “a full report will probably be made” to higher-ups. “Just to be sure, Mr. Bush
intends to make similar remarks in his call on the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship
with Foreign Countries November 1.”98The national day celebrations did not always prove a
useful venue for encountering high-ranking Chinese officials. Typically, Bush later recounted,
“you’d have about 50 Chinese guys who came in and ate the whole time standing there—
peasants and cab drivers or whatever the hell else they were, and only a few people that were
with the foreign office.”99Kissinger, ever capable of finding a geopolitical silver lining even in the
midst of a broad financial downturn, found Qiao’s repeated discussion of oil to be particularly
revealing. “Their public backing on the oil weapon notwithstanding,” he responded in a private
telegram to Bush, “the Chinese are clearly concerned about the implications for them of an
economic unraveling of the US, Europe, and Japan, and the concomitant rise in relative Soviet
power. . . . If Qiao raises these issues again, you should make clear that I will be prepared to go
into them in depth during my forthcoming visit.”100Kakuei Tanaka, prime minister of Japan from
1972 to 1974, numbered among his achievements in office the establishment of formal
diplomatic relations between his country and China in 1972. The leftist (and periodically
Communist) Sukarno ruled Indonesia from its independence in 1945 until his deposal in 1965;
during this time he made positive relations with Beijing and equitable treatment of Indonesia’s
ethnic Chinese minority a priority. The anti-Communist backlash that occurred following his
violent removal from power manifested itself in anti-Chinese sentiments, resulting in wholesale
attacks on ethnic Chinese and the ransacking of the Chinese embassy.101Maotai, a high-
alcohol Chinese liquor distilled from sorghum, was an omnipresent feature of diplomatic
functions in Beijing and one of Bush’s frequent libations during his tenure at the
USLO.102Zhang Hanzhi was deputy head of the Asian Department of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and deputy representative to the United Nations.103Bush frequently hosted diplomats at
his mother’s Connecticut home during his time as U.N. ambassador, finding it more relaxed than
his official residence at the Waldorf-Astoria. He also made good use of his uncle’s part-
ownership of the New York Mets baseball team to secure prime tickets for further evenings of
relaxed personal diplomacy.104One of the most influential figures in modern Chinese history,
Deng Xiaoping rose in postrevolutionary China to the positions of vice premier by 1954 and
general secretary of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party by 1956. He was
ousted from the PRC’s ruling hierarchy during the Cultural Revolution. He returned to power and
resumed his post as vice premier by 1973, only to be ousted yet again in April 1976. It would
take Mao’s death later that year to bring him back to power for good, and he subsequently
initiated China’s rapid modernization program, including a cautious embrace of Western tactics
and nascent capitalism. Included in this push was the instigation of full diplomatic relations with



the United States on January 1, 1979. His reforms led to difficulties throughout the 1980s, as
conservative forces battled with more reform-minded groups for control of the country’s future,
culminating in the student protests of 1989 and the subsequent crackdown on dissent in Beijing
and other Chinese cities. It was Deng who ultimately authorized PLA soldiers to use deadly force
in removing the student protesters, and it was also he who, along with Bush and National
Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft, helped orchestrate the survival of Sino-American relations in
the aftermath of the crisis. When asked in 2005 if his personal relationship with Deng helped
ease the crisis of 1989, Bush answered, “Had I not met the man, I think I would have been less
convinced that we should keep relations with them going after Tiananmen Square.”105“Teng
raised question of the state of U.S.-China relations,” Bush cabled Washington, “and I elaborated
on American political factors that argued strongly for some concrete signs of progress in our
relationship as a result of the Secretary’s forthcoming visit.” From Deng’s perspective, the
Americans reported, “The essential thing is that both sides desire to move forward . . . but if
conditions are not right, we are prepared to go slowly and wait.”106In addition to the official
USLO telegrams covering this and other meetings during his first weeks in China, Bush also
composed a lengthy message to Kissinger detailing his first impressions and outlining his
strategy for the future, which included meeting as many Chinese officials as possible and
traveling as widely as Chinese officials would allow. His letter, and Kissinger’s response,
highlight the tension between the two men that remained to be played out. Kissinger expressed
concern at one aspect of Bush’s discussions with the Chinese: his repeated suggestion that the
American people would support improved Sino-American relations so long as progress
continued to be apparent. “For tactical reasons related to forthcoming normalization
discussions,” Kissinger advised, “we don’t want them to think that we don’t have domestic
problems or that we don’t risk criticism if we give away too much on Taiwan. Also in fact we do
face potential difficulties at home on this.” Regarding the complexities of triangular diplomacy, he
was less supportive, indeed hardly encouraging. “We should not be overly reassuring to the
Chinese about our Soviet relationship,” Kissinger wrote. “This requires very fine tuning and you
will generally want to stay off this subject.”CHAPTER TWO“Public Posture versusPrivate
Understanding”November 2 to November 21, 1974It took Bush nearly a full month to complete
his formal calls on Beijing’s diplomatic corps and China’s leadership. He remained optimistic that
his personal style might yet win favor with the policymakers he met, though the initial enthusiasm
of his arrival had clearly begun to fade. He worried incessantly about the state of Sino-American
relations during these weeks, especially given Henry Kissinger’s impending visit at the close of
November. Kissinger would arrive directly from a Soviet-American summit in Vladivostok. Bush’s
time during November was consumed not only with preparations for the secretary’s arrival but
also with fending off queries from his diplomatic colleagues, who were eager to discern what the
visit might entail. They were forever taking the pulse of Sino-American relations, Bush lamented
in his diary—but then again so was he. “Many people here think our policy has deteriorated with
China,” Bush related to his diary. “I don’t think so. . . . How far we move ahead will depend on



events in the next few months, but to say that the policy is deteriorated or gone backwards is
simply not accurate, and yet it seems to be becoming the sophisticated thing to say.”As the diary
and the cables he sent back to Washington clearly show, it was during this period that Bush
became firmly convinced that some positive sign was needed to demonstrate progress, to show
the world that the two powers were indeed on the right path to solving their problems and
normalizing their relations. Just what that positive step might be, without yielding too much to
Beijing, he did not yet know. The cables are most revealing for the understanding they offer of
Bush’s political approach to diplomacy and of his penchant for synchronizing rhetoric and
policy.Bush also entertained several visiting delegations from the United States during these
weeks, as well as a routine State Department inspection team. He experienced firsthand the
frequent civilian critique of the slow pace of Sino-American relations, which he so deeply feared.
Many found fault with Washington’s policies, though he had little patience for their complaints.
“One should stand up for his country and make damn sure the Chinese understand the workings
of the country,” he told his journal. “But groups persist in feeling that they can solve all the
diplomatic problems if only they are left out of the clutches of the U.S. Government.”Bush’s
November was a period of work touched by the first frustrations with his difficult assignment.
Most vexing was the disconnect he perceived between official public Chinese criticisms of
American policy—which he subsequently termed “cannons of rhetoric” in a nod to the phrase his
Chinese hosts frequently employed—and the more conciliatory tone he repeatedly heard when
speaking privately with Chinese officials. This disconnect simply made little sense to Bush, who
feared the impact of such harsh Chinese language on American public opinion, and in turn on
Washington’s freedom of action in the diplomatic arena. “They [Chinese policymakers] don’t
realize that this eventually will not help our policy at all. They must feel that they must make
brownie points with the Third World and we will understand. But if Americans focused on what
they were saying they wouldn’t understand, unless they were in on all the policy decisions. They
ought to knock it off but they don’t seem to want to.” This disparity between rhetoric and policy,
which Bush disdained in favor of a more open style of diplomacy, would befuddle him throughout
his entire time in Beijing.[Saturday, November 2, 1974.] Had lunch at home for the inspectors
who are visiting at the residence.1 Excellent, multicourse meal. Followed by a walking tour of the
spectacular Forbidden City. Blanche Anderson took us first to the top of the Peking Hotel where
one gets a vast sweeping view of the Forbidden City roofs giving an idea of the magnitude of the
thing. The weather was delightfully warm. That evening we went to a dinner dance given by
Akwei of Ghana. He apparently has been the leader in the diplomatic community for injecting a
little sociability into the diplomatic community via dancing. He has a hi-fi set rigged up, a table
overflowing with Western food, a young son whose eyes sparkled and who did a little dancing
himself and seemed like one of our kids when asked to run the tape recorder or something. A
charming, vivacious wife, and a lot of friends. The party was a going-away party for the Austrian
ambassador who keeps bitching to Barbara about how bad things are here and for Makonnen of
Ethiopia who is going back to a very uncertain fate.2 I asked him about another Makonnen who



was my colleague at the UN and then Prime Minister.3 He indicated that he was in serious
trouble. Holdridge fears that this Makonnen may meet the same fate.Sunday, November [3,
1974]. Went to the church service again. Total in parish was 20 (maximum). We came back and
then on a beautiful, warm sunny day went to the Great Wall in two trucks. A hazardous ride,
unbelievable. Going around blind curves. Honking like mad. Pushing pony carts and various
forms of decrepit-looking vehicles off to the side. We climbed to the top of the left-hand side of
the wall. A real workout, tough on the legs, but exhilarating when one gets through. We had been
told that it might be windy and very very viciously cold but it was neither. We must have hit a
lucky day. It is hard to describe the spectacle of the wall. I can just hear a whole bunch of coolies
sitting around and the foreman coming and saying to them, “Men, we got a new project. We are
going to build a wall, yep—2,000 miles. OK, lets hear it for the engineers. Let’s get going on the
job.” What a fantastic undertaking. We then drove down and had a picnic near one of the tombs.
All by ourselves in a courtyard. The sun was out. I sat in my shirt-sleeves and we ate a delicious
picnic. A kind of a sweet and sour fish. Excellent fried chicken. Lots of hard boiled eggs. The
inevitable tasty soup. The only thing we forgot was ice so the beer was warm, but we had worked
hard enough walking up to the top so that we devoured about six bottles of it. It’s a heavy beer
and I find it makes me sleepy but it’s awful good. We then went to the Dingling Tomb and looked
around there.4 Plenty of exercise climbing up and down. When we got home at about 5 o’clock I
totally collapsed. Took a hot bath and fell asleep till 8, almost as though drugged. We got up and
had a dinner consisting of a vodka martini and caviar—great dinner. Caviar—they have a big
shipment of caviar into the Friendship Store.5 It is very good caviar and it is cheap—something
like 3 ounces for one yuan. We bought several pounds of the stuff and froze it. I understand it is
OK if you defrost it once. There is time to do some reading here but not as much as I thought
there would be. I think I have finished most of the important Chinese calls now and Monday we
will concentrate more on the diplomatic community.Friday, November [1], we went to the
Algerian reception. The first time Americans had attended a diplomatic reception here. It was the
talk of the town. The Algerian ambassador looked like he was going to collapse. And at the
Akwei party this was the subject. Called on the Romanian ambassador. Took my language
lessons. Called on the Egyptian ambassador.6 Then had a fascinating visit with Zhu Muzhi,
Director of the New China News Agency [the Xinhua News Agency or NCNA].7 In my discussion
with the head of the New China News Agency he mentioned the fact that he had visited with
Wes Gallagher in New York.8 I asked him where Wes Gallagher’s proposal stood to get wire
service people in China. He completely stonewalled me. It is amazing how you can ask a
question and get no response whatsoever—just move on to some other topic—even something
as obvious as talking about the weather. I also tried to make a point about getting some good
entertainer like Bob Hope into China so he can present a favorable side of China for the United
States mass market.9 This point was not clear to the head of the NCNA either, because he
started talking about “Well, we’ve had acrobats and others travel to the United States, etc.” They
simply do not understand what I was talking about when I talked about a Hope special,



something like the one he did in Russia where he went and did a program with the humor self-
deprecating but not against the existing regime and something that would be widely reviewed in
the United States.10 He did come back and thank me for the suggestions and hoped I would
make other suggestions etc., but I gathered that we were just not on the same wavelength.Note.
I am impressed how everybody in China is on time for appointments. Our driver will circle the
block so that he will pull up at exactly the appointed hour. When we went into the NCNA office,
we were a few minutes late. We went upstairs and there was this horrible smell emerging from
one of the latrines. It reminded me of my stop in the latrine at the Great Wall. They have a
different standard on this than we do, although in the residence the baths and plumbing are
excellent in my view. Water is hot, bathtubs are big.I enjoyed my visit with the Egyptian
ambassador in his tremendous house filled partially with furnishings from the King Farouk era.11
He told me that some of the treasures were prized possessions of King Farouk. He [the
ambassador] had been in Peking for six years. Expressed a really believable friendship for the
United States and all in all I think we have a good contact here. The same is true for the
Romanian. He speaks absolutely no English but because of Romania’s special position I think
they will prove to be good friends.12 He is relatively young, active, told me he had been sick, but
all in all an attractive fellow. Some of the Eastern Europeans have a marvelous sense of humor. I
can’t quite get over yet their serving cognac in the morning meeting. They did have a little caviar
with it. So who’s to complain!Note. I have been trying to have all the USLO families to luncheon. I
think it’s a good deal. We get to know them. One commented to me that she had never seen the
upstairs at USLO. It is private, it is our residence, but in the final analysis it is government
property and I think it is well that they understand how we live here.Note. Fred looks grayer,
blacker now. He’ll need a bath. We got our first mail of any size. A great letter from Dorothy.13
And one from Herbie Walker.14 God, news from home means a lot here. Inspectors are here. All
during Ambassador Ed Clark’s very good presentation to our whole staff in the residence living
room Fred was eating on a half-destroyed rubber hamburger. I put him outside but he kept
scratching to get in during the meeting to the joy of a few USLOers in the back row. I am going to
try to make my way through the diplomatic corps in calls, although some who are bitching about
Peking really should not get a lot of attention. I want to deal with those who can help us learn
more. One of our men had an incident at the Tombs yesterday. He was stopped by a PLA man as
he drove with his front wheels just past the line that says “no foreigners pass here.” He had not
intended to violate any laws. He was flagged down by a PLAer. He stopped “just over the line.” A
two-and-a-half-hour hassle followed when finally other officers arrived and he was permitted to
leave after a thorough interrogation. Here he sits in the middle of a field being berated by
PLAers. Not a happy arrangement. But it shows you the other side of the friendship, banquets
and great decency. There is this other regimented, inflexible, unreasonable side. No question
about it. Another example. I asked for a map for my office. Mo Morin gave one to one of the
Chinese to put on a frame.15 The carpenter came back and berated Morin saying that Taiwan
was a different color from the rest of China and therefore the map was bad, etc.16 This process



went on for quite a while and Mo could do nothing but take it.Tuesday, November 5[, 1974].
Election Day. I think back to the whole political climate during the last two years—my many
predictions on Today Show, CBS Morning News, Face the Nation, Issues and Answers, Meet
the Press, etc. about how we would do in the elections. Here it all is. I kept saying that Watergate
will not have an effect but now the pardon and of course the economic situation seems to be the
big issues.17 I worry about my close friends. I wonder how we’ll do. Soon we’ll know.18 I had a
good visit with the Sudanese Ambassador, Al Zainulabidin.19 I couldn’t help but raise the point
that I had been in Khartoum and stayed with Curt Moore, the man who was killed.20 We talked
about the PLO [Palestine Liberation Organization]. I could see great discomfort on the part of the
ambassador, but he shouldn’t have misinterpreted the remark because there I was calling on
him. I still feel we can get good information from some of these African ambassadors by getting
out to see them. Lunch at John and Martha Holdridge’s, a beautiful spread with endless Chinese
dishes tastefully served. Henry Brandon and his attractive wife, journalists, are here.21 I had my
fourth or fifth Chinese language lesson and it is extremely difficult but oddly enough some of the
sounds are beginning to click.Beginning to get a few comments in on the forthcoming visit of the
Secretary of State. I expect this place will be turned upside down. I got a nice letter from him in
response to a letter I had written him inviting Nancy Kissinger to stay with us should she want
to.22 Several meetings with the inspectors. Ed Clark is a thorough, decent guy. Having had an
embassy, he understands I am sure some of the problems. It is difficult to define what our
function is here. How much leeway we think we should have. How much initiative we should take,
etc. I am beginning to formulate some ideas on this. I know we should reach out more than we
have reached out in the past, but clearly any of these decisions will be made by the secretary
and, given the overall perspective he has, it is best that the really important ones be handled on
that end. I feel relaxed about this and I think the whole thing is going to work. Weather—gray, sun
breaking through, not cold, plenty of mail, lots of dictation. Days are full and go quickly. All those
books I brought over here will remain unread, at least a lot of them will. End of November 5.
[Wednesday,] November 6[, 1974]. An anxious day on account of the elections. With the
predictions becoming very clear after a phone call from Fred Zeder (interrupted) and a phone
call from Dean Burch with Peter Roussel and Jennifer on the line.23 Very clear. Heard every
word both ways. Wiley Mayne went down along with others on the Judiciary.24 Sandman,
Maraziti, Dennis, Froehlich.25 Wiley meaning something to me as a friend. It is so hard to
assess things, to get the flavor, to keep in touch from this far out. The day was an interesting one
with a discussion with Mr. Wang, head of CCPIT [China Council on the Promotion of
International Trade], the trade man. Then a courtesy call with Ambassador Gódor of Hungary.26
A very sad fellow. Politician from Hungary sent here not as a reward obviously. Discouraged.
Disgruntled. No access, no travel. Declining trade. The only bright spot was the fact that he had a
very pretty American-speaking interpreter.The language lessons are taking on more dimension
and I am gradually making some headway, but heavens it’s tough. Wednesday afternoon off—
after lunch with our security guards—we are trying to have everyone in the mission to lunch—we



played a little tennis.27 Still warm enough. And then went on the national day circuit. Going to
Ambassador Tolstikov’s USSR’s national day in their palatial mission.28 A total jam of cars. Mr.
Guo our driver has terrific eyes. He reminds me of Earl Bue in the Texas Commerce Garage. He
can spot people coming miles away. There are all kinds of Russians around trying to get the cars
out of this congested parking lot. I wandered around, spoke to Mr. Zhou and Mr. Li, the head of
the Friendship Association. But the rest of it was seeking out other ambassadors from Africa,
Eastern Europe and of course European. These things are deadly but I’m glad we are doing it.
Stopped by yet another going-away party for Ambassador Makonnen to a fate unknown in
Ethiopia. Sad hors d’oeuvres at the International Club. That kind of sameness to it all that makes
me determined to do things differently when we do them. We showed our first movie, Laura, with
the two Canadian journalists, Walker and Burns.29 And the wives of Peter Kasanda and Bryce
Harland and their kids. I asked Mrs. Kasanda if her kids like dogs. She said, “Oh, yes, she has a
nice doggie,” at which Fred came down the stairs and the girl burst into horrendous screams.
[Thursday,] November 7[, 1974]. Called on Zhuang Zedong who is the head of the physical
culture and sports commission, a very famous ping-pong champion in China.30 The minute I
walked in I could tell I was in the presence of an athlete. He still had a bounce in his step, looked
reasonably trim. We talked about different ping-pong grips and the visit was marred only by his
giving me a long lecture about the reason for sports was to keep strong because of the million
troops on the Northern border etc.31 I like the man. I told him I was very interested in ping-pong.
Like all athletes he warmed up to the subject. Told me how with attack shots when you are way
back you use the upper part of your arm, when you are fairly close to the table you use the lower
part of your arm and when you are in right next to the net you use the wrist. We talked a little bit
about exchanges and then just visited on sports in general. Always with a slight political
propaganda overtone.The French Ambassador Manac’h who is leaving came to see me. He is a
very seasoned diplomat. He spoke mostly in English, occasionally in French and I began to
understand more. I should practice my French more. I know I could master it or at least
understand everything he said. His thing is Sihanouk these days and thinks we are wrong on
that. Language lessons once a day, five days a week. They are becoming more interesting. I am
beginning to catch a little bit on tone. I am beginning to have a feel for it. I like it and Mrs. Tang is
terrific. After lunch called on the Yemeni ambassador.32 Reaching out to the smaller countries.
Here was a guy who doesn’t get around too much I guess. Very interested and I think
appreciative of the fact that the head of the U.S mission came to see him. In any event he was
very pleasant and I am glad I did it.Good news. A memo has appeared saying there is a
masseur. Only one yuan for a treatment of 30 minutes to an hour. The Jiaqing Lu House. I also
ran into the wife of the ambassador from Denmark, Mrs. Paludan.33 She has been to the man,
and says he is great. My neck suddenly went out so everything is falling in line together. I visited
with C. J. Wang and wife.34 Dr. C. J. Wang is an American businessman doing a lot of business.
He impressed on me the need for American businessmen to be patient. Several times his clients
packed up and were about to go to the airport. Wang talked them into staying and sure enough



they closed the deal. He has done business with the Siresiree, Westinghouse Air Brake
Company (ABCO), and several others. Dinner with the Andersons, Paludans and several others
etc. and a very attractive German couple at a Mongolian restaurant where you throw all the
ingredients into a sauce. Flop it out onto an open grill in the middle of the room. Throw a raw egg
on it, mix it all up and eat it. Fantastic. Ate too much. End of November 7. Still not having heard
from the elections. Feeling far away but very much at home. I asked what we could do about
Christmas for our Chinese people in the Mission. Would they take a present. The answer is
“no.”[Friday,] November 8[, 1974]. The first really cold day. The wind wasn’t up too much. But the
cold really penetrated. I spent an hour with Janus Paludan, the Danish Ambassador, in his brand-
new Danish embassy done by Danish architects. It is most attractive and compared most
favorably to the standard of Soviet style of some of the others. Many of the embassies were built
when Russia was in its total glory here and they reflect the solid kind of a look, which is not
unattractive, but not as attractive as the Danish. We went to a luncheon (a going-away) for the
Austrian ambassador.35 A disgruntled kind of man but very pleasant. Lunch was at the New
Zealanders’ and it was highlighted by the toast. The Austrian, a rather formal but friendly man,
tried to describe his relationship with New Zealand. He talked about screwing his way through
the earth to New Zealand. This brought out a tremendous guffaw from Richard Akwei, the
diplomatic corps swinger apparently, and everybody else was in hysterics too. I am glad to know
there is a ribald sense of humor in the diplomatic corps. It was too much and Bar could only think
of Johnny Bush and what he would have done with that Austrian-accented toast with the man
talking about screwing his way to New Zealand.36In the afternoon visited with businessman
Martin Klingenberg, a young man who just on his own set up contacts with the Chinese.37 He is
doing a fair amount of business for Baker Oil Tool and other companies here. The way he got the
original contact was simply to call somebody he knew in Canada that he had read had contact
with China. He went up and met him and the man liked him. Martin stayed with him and the next
thing he knew he had been introduced to Huang Hua and the next thing he knew he had a visa
to China. He’s parlayed this into a pretty good business and now he has started on the same
track to Cuba. One night out of the clear blue sky he gets a call from Canada from the Cubans
there saying that they want him to come to Cuba to talk about trade. He is a young man from
Oklahoma. He seems nice. And I was rather amazed. Had my first rubdown in China at the
Jiaqing Lu Bath House. Not too clean, but not bad. Walked past a bunch of women fixing their
toenails with a machine. And also standing up combing their hair. I wondered if I was in the right
place. I was greeted at the door by a man who assured me that I was [in the right place] from the
very outset though, and I walked back. He unlocked a private door and there proceeded 45
minutes of jujitsu. He is more of an osteopath than a rubber. But he was very good and the price
for 45 minutes was 60 cents. I had neck and back problems, both of which are still there but both
are better I think.University presidents arrive today, but I am sure we will not see them until the
end of the visit. So many groups come to China and think that if they see USLO they won’t get to
see the real China and that the Chinese would resent our government presence. So many also



come here and apologize for their country and point out how China does things much better. I
have compared notes with others and I think this is the wrong technique. One should stand up
for his country and make damn sure the Chinese understand the workings of the country. But
groups persist in feeling that they can solve all the diplomatic problems if only they are left out of
the clutches of the U.S. Government. It is a rather fascinating, naive view. I am not sure the
university presidents will have this, but I am anxious to see what their thoughts are. Jay
Rockefeller and Granville Sawyer are supposedly in the group.38Inspectors have been here. Ed
Clark is a first-class fellow. There seems to be some lack of communication with PRCM [the
People’s Republic of China Mission in Washington] and the State Department but nothing too
serious right now. China unloaded on us at the World Food Conference in spite of my tactful
suggestions to both Qiao and Deng that this not happen. They don’t realize that this eventually
will not help our policy at all. They must feel that they must make brownie points with the Third
World and we will understand. But if Americans focused on what they were saying they wouldn’t
understand, unless they were in on all the policy decisions. They ought to knock it off but they
don’t seem to want to.Many people here think our policy has deteriorated with China. I don’t
think so. I am reading sophisticated stories out of Hong Kong both by Greenway and Kingsbury
Smith saying this.39 But there was an overanticipation at the beginning and there are no signs of
deterioration. How far we move ahead will depend on events in the next few months, but to say
that the policy is deteriorated or gone backwards is simply not accurate, and yet it seems to be
becoming the sophisticated thing to say. Trade is up, exchanges are back on track. True, the
attacks on the U.S. are up, but permission to travel etc. for USLO is in good shape. And I am
reasonably relaxed, though not totally so, about where things stand.40 End of November
8.November 9, [1974,] Saturday. Teddy Youde, the very knowledgeable British ambassador,
came to call. Visited with inspectors. Lunch with the staff. I am trying to have all the staff and
most of their families to lunch early in our tour here. We are almost through it now, including all
the security guards, code clerks. It is one big, fairly close-knit group out here. Afternoon tennis in
cold weather pounding my back and neck. Playing with Akwei, a good Pakistani, and an Indian.
In the afternoon I read for two hours, something I never did at home. There seems to be time for
this but not as much as I thought there would be. Dinner with the Kuwaiti Chargé Qasim and his
wife. Like so many they are very interested in the United States. She spends two or three months
there a year. Her children, Arabs from Kuwait, go to Pakistani school and also go to Chinese
school in China. They speak Chinese fluently.Sunday[, November 10, 1974]. All day in Tianjin
with the McKinleys. We did some shopping. The prices are amazing. $15,000 for a large yellow
vase. The prices looked to me like they are put way high. And the old looks very little different
from the new. We bought a few odds and ends, little kits, a bead-holding thing, but mainly we
looked around. We were the objects of curiosity. Large crowds crowding in around the car. One
woman as I opened the door, had her nose stuck up against the glass. Didn’t even notice that I
was there. She was so engrossed in looking into the car. Nancy McKinley sitting there. The kids
were friendly once you smiled at them. But they just swarmed us. They swarmed so much that



the storekeepers would keep them out of the store while we were in there. What a land of
contrast. Driving down and back you see the most unbelievable kinds of overloaded carts,
overloaded bicycles, no tractors, people out working with hoes, rake, leaf sweepers. The baby
horse running along free behind two horses or donkeys in harness. A hundred men by the side
of the road loading by hand dirt onto one-wheeled, hand-pulled carts. Hazardous drive back
from Tianjin in the evening. No lights of any kind. I once saw two lights coming at us and I
thought I was coming near some town. But it was a truck coming our way. Cars turn the lights off
as they approach each other. And it is really hazardous. Dark-clad figures are darting in and out
of everything. There seems little for the people to do in a city like Tianjin. You wander around the
streets looking into stores that have very little merchandise in them. The guide from the China
Travel met us. A Mr. Liu took us to a first-class restaurant. We were hustled in typical style
upstairs to the isolated room. The food was absolutely fantastic. Many many courses. Four of us
ate with wine and the driver and the China travel guy for 37 yuan.
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Christopher M. Schroeder, “A superb view on China and factors that shaped the President.
Every inch of what shaped this President - curiosity, outreach, learning from the ground up,
building rapport and friendships — are here. The descriptions are vivid of this remarkable time
in US China relations. Diaries often aren’t easy to read, but these are superbly edited and
interesting.”

RKO, “Five Stars. Excellent indeed!”

Diane M. Ruebling, “The China Diary of George H.W. Bush: The Making of a Global President.
George Herbert Walker Bush was an amazing President from many perspectives but he is
particularly known for his diplomacy and brilliance in foreign affairs. This book will give you
insight into the development of this man who eventually led the free world as well as some
fascinating perspectives on the recent history of China on its way to becoming a super power.”

Edmund W. Peaslee Jr., “Comments on China Diary by Bush. Tis is an account of George H.W.
Bush as American reoresentative in China 1074-5. It is of significant hisrorical value”

hailee, “Good quality -excited to read. Good quality”

Jonathan Clements, “our man in beijing. George Bush Senior’s China Diary is fascinating, as the
Party cadre flees America in the wake of Watergate, and volunteers, much to his superiors’
bafflement, for a posting to China, long before the US and China had normalised relations. Bush
is hence an ambassador in all but name in the dying days of Chairman Mao, biking around
Beijing and attending endless rounds of parties with other diplomats. Barbara Bush, meanwhile,
risks causing an international incident at the hair-dressers, where she strikes up a friendly
conversation with a woman who turns out to be the Cuban ambassador’s wife.As a result of his
non-official status, Bush represents a global superpower but comes lower down the pecking
order than the ambassador of Gabon, and hence must exercise extreme diligence not to be
caught out in the cold at photo calls and banquets. What struck me most about his memoirs was
how many of the names of his fellow diplomats were familiar to me. Party politics will get you on
the diplomatic track, but so will knowing a hell of a lot about the country in question, so I
suppose I shouldn’t be surprised to see people like Jan Vixseboxe (Netherlands ambassador)
and Ann Paludan (wife to the Danish ambassador), whose work I know better as “scholars”,
popping in for tea and caviar.Bush narrated his diary into a Dictaphone that was transcribed
many years later. Jeffrey Engel edits and annotates the messy original by correcting solecisms
and adding copious footnotes, sometimes critical of the author himself.”

The book by Jeffrey A. Engel has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 8 people have provided feedback.
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